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U.S. takes control of Baghdad airport
Some 2,500 Republican
Guard soldiers surrender
By DAVID CRARY
Associated Press Writer
U.S. armored units backed by warplanes
seized control of Baghdad's airport Friday
while 2,500 Republican Guard soldiers
south of the city surrendered to Marines,
American officials said.
Some of the advancing U.S. troops
inspected an industrial site near Baghdad,
and found thousands of boxes of white powder, as well as nerve agent antidote and
Arabic documents on how to engage in
chemical warfare, according Col. John
Peabody of the 3rd Infantry Division. It is
clearly a suspicious site," he said.
The Latifiyah plant had been identified
by the International Atomic Energy Agency
as a suspected chemical, biological and
nuclear weapons site. U.N. inspectors visited the plant at least a dozen times, as recently as Feb. 18.
Northwest of Baghdad, a car exploded at
a checkpoint, killing three coalition special
forces soldiers, the driver and a pregnant
woman who had emerged from the car
screaming in fear, U.S. officials :said.
Central Command said it appeared to be a
suicide attack, similar to the bombing at a
checkpoint south of Baghdad last week that
killed four U.S. soldiers.
Though their troops were still searching
underground bunkers for Iraqi holdouts,
U.S. commanders announced that the
Baghdad airport was under American control by mid-afternoon. It was renamed
Baghdad International Airport instead of
Saddam International Airport.
"It is a gateway to the future of Iraq,"
said Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks, who indi,.
airport could be in use by U.S.
• ,.. .„
South
e capital, near the city of Kut,
Marines said they had accepted the surrender of about 2,500 members of the
Republican Guard — Iraq's best-trained
forces, according to Navy Capt. Frank

Thorp, a Central Command spokesman.
Thorp said some of the Iraqis would be
held as prisoners, while others who indicated they don't want to fight will be allowed
to return home. Before surrendering, Thorp
said, many of the Iraqis discarded uniforms,
boots and helmets in the streets.
Though Marines and infantrymen were
converging by the thousands on the outskirts
of Baghdad. U.S. officials, both on the front
lines and at the Pentagon, suggested an allout assault might not be their first option.
Lt. Col. Scott Rutter, whose infantry battalion was helping secure the airport, said
the approach of U.S. forces should send a
message to the people of Baghdad.
"We're here, and they can rise up and
deal with the regime appropriately," he said.
Similarly, President Bush's top military
adviser, Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman Gen.
Richard Myers. said U.S. troops forces
might isolate Baghdad, rather than storming
it, while work begins on forming an interim,
post-Saddam government. Meyers estimated that Saddam's regime already has lost
effective control of 45 percent of Iraq's territory.
Iraqi Information Minister Mohammed
Saeed Al-Sahhaf, in a statement attributed to
Saddam, said U.S. forces would be crushed
at the gates of Baghdad.
"We are determined. God willing, to
defeat them and destroy them on the walls of
our capital," the statement said."Fight them,
oh brothers, and hit them night and day."
As Iraqis were cleared out of the airport,
helicopter units of the 101st Airborne said the takeover was "a huge psychological
Division started to move in, presumably to blow to the regime."
"It demonstrates to the regime and the
use the facility as a base from which to
people of Baghdad that we're there," Noon
strike at targets around Baghdad.
"We're fighting in urban terrain now and said in a BBC radio interview. "We know
to be effective in this terrain you need light they've been told by the leadership that
infantry forces," Peabody said. "This is their there are no coalition forces anywhere near
forte and they provide us additional capabil- Baghdad. They will be able to see for themselves soon how untrue that is."
ities."
In support of the ground troops. Navy
Britain's defense secretary, Geoff Hoon.

AP Photos

ON THE ATTACK ... An aircraft handling officer, above, watches a F/A-18
Hornet of the VMFA-115 Silver Eagels
squadron taking off from the flight
deck of the USS Harry S. Truman
today. The aircraft carrier and its
strike group is conducting missions
in
supporting
Operation
Iraqi
Freedom. At left, an Iraqi T-55 tank
destroyed by a U.S.Marine M1A1 tank
burns on the Baghdad. Kilo Company
of the 3rd Battalion, 5th Marine regiment took the town of Al Azaziyah
Thursday.
warplanes iron) the earner I:SS Kitty Hawk
dropped satellite- and laser-guided bombs
on hangars and a fuel depot at the airport,
and struck a nearby military complex.
Coalition forces also bombed Iraqi Air
Force headquarters in central Baghdad early
Friday, one of many air assaults on the
smoke-filled capital. Blasts on the outskirts
before dawn shook buildings in the city center.

The air strikes came after the first widespread power outage of the war plunged
Baghdad into darkness Thursday night and
cut off running water in some neighborhoods. Though some bombs hit the city
before the blackout. U.S. military officials
said they had not targeted Baghdad's power
grid.

Hatchett in pursuit of AG post;
fond of western Kentucky area
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
After encountering a few bumps
along the way, it appears all systems are just about go for the firstever Murray-Calloway County
Family May Day celebration.
The festival is scheduled for
May 16-17 with three venues serving as primary center points. The
first of these will be Murray State
University's tennis courts which
will play host to a doubles tournament both days and conclude with
an exhibition match featuring former professional player and current
MSU head coach Mel Purcell.
The scene will then shift to the
parking lot of nearby Regents
College where all 17 agencies of
the United Way of MurrayCalloway County will man booths
to sell different varieties of food.
That will lead into the showing of a
family-themed movie on the MSU
intramurals field.
All proceeds will go to fund the
United Way.
"We really plan on having a
good time with this," said Barbara
Campbell, one of the coordinators
for the festival. "It's coming together. We've got a few little things still

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
targeting their own party's nomination.
Staff Writer
"I'm the only person among all the six candidates
Current State Auditor Ed Hatchett says his daughter, who has run statewide twice," said Hatchett, who was in
a fourth-year print management Murray Thursday to speak to the Murray Rotary Club.
major at Murray State University, "My work has raised my name recognition and my proloves the local area so much that file around the commonwealth."
"she never comes home." He is hopHatchett's work in his current office has included
ing local voters show that kind of pinpointing $373 million in savings and missed opporaffection for him during the May pri- tunities for the state and providing evidence to the attormary elections.
ney general's office that has led to the convictions of 17
Hatchett, who is currently serving corrupt public officials.
his second term as state auditor, is
Before that, though, Hatchett, a graduate of the
one of three Democrats vying for the University of Louisville School of Law, began his
nomination to run for the office of career with a legal practice that included the areas of
Hatchett
Kentucky's attorney general in
November. There are also three Republican nominees

Parents, Head Start children focus of research

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger 8, Times Photo

LIVING THE GOOD LIFE ... Calloway County's Walt
Fulkerson puts the finishing touches on a round of golf with
partner and brother-in-law Ed Matthews of Dayton, Ohio at
Miller Memorial Golf Course Thursday afternoon. Matthews
is in town to help the 84-year-old Fulkerson and wife Electa
celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary this weekend.

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Local researchers in early childhood development will present their
data at the Kentucky Cabinet for
Families and Children (CFC)
research symposium on April 8. The
symposium, which will be held in
Frankfort, is the CFC's first attempt
to get researchers together to discuss findings and ideas surrounding
those findings.
"It just looked like a good way to
share the information," said Jo
Robertson, Murray State University
professor in the department of Early
Childhood
Elementary
and
Education. She, along with director
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of Murray Head Start Marilyn The responses
Hornback, surveyed parents whose received were
children were enrolled in Early highly positive.
Head Start in six different counties • "When we get
in western Kentucky.
feedback from
Early Head Start is a program them,it is confir•
that provides child development and mation that it is
family support services to low- work" said
income families. Murray Head Start Hornback.
services nine counties and has five
Robertson
centers and five home-based pro- said the research
grams where instructors go into the findings
were
home to interact with the child and through Head Start, parents feel
the parents.
their children are learning, they are
The goal of the research was to more aware of community
determine how parents are affected resources, and they feel acceptance
by their children being in Head Start
through surveys and focus groups.
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•May Day ...
Conventional wisdom says the toward the elementary schools,"
n't get that to work. It was probably
a matter of starting a little bit late to tennis tourney should be quite pop- said United Way's campaign chairular. Last year, it attracted 18 teams man Mark Kennedy. "We want this
to figure out, but for the most part, get all that figured out.
the all-doubles event. That, to be a fun activity, and we're trying
for
"It was just too big of a mountain
we're all set.
was for something where to get as much participation out of
though,
of
amount
an
of
short
that
in
we
face
year,
to
first
the
being
it
"With
only tennis was featured instead of a the schools as we can.
have learned some things. We'll time."
"We feel it's an important thing
Planners did toy with moving the multi-faceted festival like May Day.
know how to better handle that,
all these kids together to share
get
to
tap
to
hoping
also
is
event
The
perhaps
year,
the
in
later
to
festival
next
for
ready
get
though, when we
as late as October. That, though, the competitiveness of the Murray- in both competition and camayear."
Indeed, the first year of organiz- would have put the tennis tourna- Calloway elementary school popu- raderie, but even more important is
ing has seen its share of rough spots. ment — which will be held for its lation. The three county schools and we're getting the families to come
Originally, organizers wanted to second year and be incorporated Murray Elementary will engage in as well," he added. "That's why we
what amounts to a "field day," wanted to do this on a Saturday."
incorporate a "Taste of Murray"- into the festival — in a bind.
A meeting covering details of
students up to sixth grade
involving
pracstart
here
around
"Players
idea into the festivities in which
Murray area eateries sold small por- ticing in January, then they play participating in everything from that event is scheduled for April 16
tions of some of their more popular right through the summer. When sack races to egg-toss relays. The at noon inside the board room of the
items. Very quickly, though, this you get to May, they're into it hot overall team winner will claim a tro- Murray-Calloway County Chamber
idea ran into difficulty — and not and heavy, and it's just the best time phy, while the school exhibiting the of Commerce office. Persons with
out of a lack of participation from to play," said Campbell, who has most spirit will claim the spirit stick questions about May Day are asked
to contact Kennedy (753-8562),Tab
played in tennis leagues for several for the day.
restaurants.
"We've got a lot of competitions Brockman (559-8534), Campbell
"We never got so far as getting a years. "For their schedules, playing
chance to ask them," Campbell said. in October probably wouldn't have for high school and middle school (759-8780) or Peg Billington (753"We needed electricity for things been a good thing so we needed to • kids it seems, but it doesn't seem 0317).
Campbell Realty, Coca-Cola and
that there's all that much geared
like refrigerators, and we just could- keep it where it was."
Kroger are sponsoring the festival.
Along with the United Way agencies'food sales, both Coca-Cola and
Kroger will be providing concessensitive information on AIDS sions for the other events.
authorthe
use
to
position
a
in
be
to
From Front
ity and the resources of the attorney patients.
"What we want to do is put a face
"We decided to see what was on the United Way here in Murray
finance, fiduciary and tax law. He general's office to prosecute crime
went on from his legal practice to and to bring a higher level of legal happening to these machines when and Calloway County," said
serve two terms under two different counseling to state government they were surplussed out," he said. Kennedy. "This is a chance for the
"On the second one we powered up, people these agencies serve to know
governors as the state's banking agencies."
Hatcnett said his goals if elected we discovered a great deal of infor- this is their United Way, too."
commissioner and securities regulator before running for the office of to the office of attorney general mation. Anyone who bought that
would include increasing the machine could gain access to all that
auditor.
"I saw a parallel between the enforcement of criminal laws in personal information."
Hatchett also said he would like
position of banking commissioner environmental disasters, increasing
From Front
develop a policy similar to the
to
law
local
with
collaboration
public
of
auditor
of
position
and the
accounts in that in both of those enforcement and establishing a state's current no-call list to deal
from the program staff.
roles, you recruit and manage and computer crimes unit. He also said, with junk e-mails and faxes. He
"We got some really good informotivate teams of people who pro- though, that he would continue to realizes, though, that he will first
and it was really positive,"
mation
keep a close eye on public corrup- have to persuade voters that he is the
tect Kentuckians," he said.
said.
Robertson
job.
the
for
man
right
Further building on the theme of tion.
Hornback
next
our
that
me
to
seems
"It
years
27
for
law
of
practice
"My
parallels, Hatchett said his current
explained that
position already encompasses sever- has been on protecting people in the attorney general should be a person
the goals of
of
and
al areas that venture into the attor- private and public sectors," he said. of unquestioned integrity
Head Start is to
indetested
of
and
experience
sound
really
is
corruption
ney general's territory. The reason "Fighting public
underenhance
that
am
I
believe
I
and
pendence,
the
from
waged
when
effective
most
further
to
is
he is seeking the office
how
on
standing
person," Hatchett said. 1 believe
pursue the prosecution and protec- attorney general's office."
grow
children
protection
public
of
Hatchett's current office recently that my record
tion angle it provides.
develop,
and
"One of the reasons I'm seeking delved into cyber-security issues has resonated with the people of
parentenhance
the office of attorney is that is the when, after it had bought surplus western Kentucky. I feel good about
and
skills,
ing
capstone of public protection in state computers for $25 apiece, it my relationship with the people of
Hornback
families
helping
Kentucky."
'Kentucky," he said. "As auditor, was discovered that a computer the west
in
skills
develop
you're not a prosecutor. I would like state was getting rid of contained
becoming self-sufficient. She said
the responses of the research will
be put into training of Head Start
employees to improve performance
of the children.
However, Hornback said even
with advanced training, parental_
interaction plays a key role in
childhood development. "Children
learn from interaction with parents
at an early age," she said. "Parents
are their child's first and most
important teacher."
Robertson said through the
focus groups, the research also
indicated that discipline styles have
become more positive and parents
are applying learning activities for
their children. She also said the
research has shown that parents are
confident leaving their children
with the Head Start staff, allowing
them opportunities to develop
careers or attend school.
"The most common comment
we get from parents is 'They're not
just baby-sitters; they are educated,— Robertson said.
Sealy Posturepedic•
Pillowtop
N1l'ItkAY

From Front

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Times Photo
CLOSE CALL The Calloway County Sheriff's Department,
along with the Kentucky State Police. Calloway County
Fire-Rescue. Murray-Calloway County Hospital EMS and
the Murray Fire Department responded to the scene on Ky.
280 just north of East Calloway Elementary School.
According to a KSP report. Regina Garrison. 46. of Murray,
was eastbound on 280 at approximately 12:55 p.m.
Thursday when her 1990 Ford Festiva dropped off the road,
overcorrected. struck an embankment and overturned.
Garrison was taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
where she was treated for hip injuries.

•Hatchett

•Research ...
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Patton vetoes corporate tax break legislation
watch with this legislature," Patton
By JOE BIESK
-It needs to be solved on my
said.
Writer
Press
Associated
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov. watch with this legislature."
The General Assembly cannot
Paul Patton on Thursday vetoed pan
of a bill to preserve a significant tax override the veto because its 2003
break for hundreds of Kentucky's session has ended. The legislature
will not convene again until January
larger companies. •
Patton orders a special sesunless
the
"precisely
was
it
said
Patton
type of piecemeal tax reform" that sion — something he already
flaws the newly enacted executive offered.
"There will be a special session
branch budget, which he contends is
if there is, I think, support withonly
out of balance.
Instead, the legislature and busi- in the General Assembly," Patton
nesses should address a comprehen- said. "And I don't think that will
sive corporate tax revenue overhaul. materialize unless the business community en masse advocates that."
Patton said.
Senate President David Williams
"This problem arose on my

issued a single-page response in
which he blasted the governor for
the decision and vowed to push a
measure to retroactively overturn
the decision when lawmakers return
in January. In the release. Williams
said Patton "continues to wallow in
self-pity and irrelevance," and that
he has essentially hung a "closed for
business" sign on the state's borders.
"Obviously, the governor is out
of touch, embittered, and in a punitive mood. This veto is a tremendous
misstep and overturns 25 years of
legislative precedent," Williams said
in the statement.
Members of the business corn-

mutiny said the governor's move
would hurt the business community
in the state. And Downs. the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce's
senior vice president. said the %eto
would cause some companies to
look at moving elsewhere
Rather than focus on increasing
taxes on corporations, the state
should look to find additional revenue elsewhere — by increasing the
taxes on cigarettes and allowing
expanded gambling — Downs said.
Patton's veto was a wrong decision for the state that will drastically
hurt businesses, said Jonathan Blum
with Yum! Brands.

APPt

Trustee plans lawsuit on missing funds
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) — The
bankruptcy trustee for a western
Kentucky nursing home said he will
file a lawsuit against former owner
Tina Conner and former administrator Dan Dabney to recover funds
that he said they took from the company before it was shut down.
Trustee Harry Mathison also said
he's considering filing suit against
Gov. Paul Patton based on information uncovered in his own investigation and allegations by Conner that
Patton ordered inspectors to crack
down on Birchtree Healthcare after
she ended a two-year affair.
"There are some things that concern me (involving Patton), but I
haven't completed my investigation
into those circumstances," Mathison
told The Paducah Sun in a copyright
story published today. "I have no
comment on those and can't say
,anything else right now."
' Mathison said he hopes to complete his investigation in 60 days.
He said funds recovered from
any suits would be used to repay
creditors, who are owed more than
$3 million.
Conner claims in her own lawsuit
against Patton that the nursing

home's financial troubles began
after state inspectors found numerous violations that caused loss of
Medicare and Medicaid certification. Occupancy dropped from
about 60 residents to 12. It closed in
December.
Conner claims the violations
were punishment for ending the
affair.
Patton has acknowledged the
affair but denied abusing his office
to help or hurt Conner. The
Ethics
Branch
Executive
Commission last month filed four
charges against Patton, claiming he
used the power of his office to do
favors for Conner.
None of the charges is related to
the nursing home. Patton has denied
the charges. which are pending.
Mathison spoke of legal action
during a bankruptcy proceeding
Thursday at which Conner and
Dabney were scheduled to answer
questions about bank records, unaccounted-for assets and a shortage in
a patient's personal fund. They
failed to appear.
Conner filed the Chapter 11
bankruptcy in September and had
hoped to reorganize and continue to

A sustained power outage would
disrupt water supply and sewage,
and create the threat of outbreaks of
disease among the population of 5
million. Thanks to generators, however, the blackout did not affect
ihospitals that were crowded Friday
with civilians and soldiers injured
in fighting around the airport.
U.S. and British officials sa
they do not know whether Saddam
is alive and well, wounded or dead.
Asked about Saddam by BBC
radio, Iraqi Foreign Minister Naji
Sabri replied, "He is well and the
leadership is well and they are functioning as normal... It is not our
business to reply to rumors and
lies."
Iraqi resistance to the American
advance on Baghdad has been sporadic. U.S. Marines said they killed
about 80 Iraqis in an intense battle
Thursday in Kut, but in other areas
Republican Guard soldiers dispersed or surrendered.
U.S. soldiers of the 3rd
Battalion, 7th Infantry captured
four Republican Guardsmen south
of Baghdad on Friday after a 30second gunbattle over a vegetable
patch. Two of the Iraqis were in uniform: two had changed into civilian
clothes.
The Marines' 1st Division was
,poised on the southeast outskirts of
Baghdad after advancing along the
Tigris River past abandoned Iraqi
positions. Though temperatures
headed into the 90s, Marines wore
stifling chemical suits to protect
against possible toxic attacks.

www.murrayiedger.com

will hove

COMPOST FOR SALE
Behind the MSU Dairy on
College Farm Rd.
APRIL 5 • 9 A.M. - 1

Tina Conner
operate the nursing home. However,
she lost it in December after she
failed to show up for another hearing.
Mathison, in an interview after
Thursday's proceeding, said there is
evidence in bank records that
Conner and Dabney owe the
Birchtree corporation a significant
amount of money. He said records
indicate that the nursing home made
"loans" to Conner that he will seek
to recover.

P.M.

APRIL 12 • 9 A.m. - 1 P.M.
APRIL 19 • 9 A.m. - 1 P.M.
APRIL 26 • 9 A.M. - 1 P.M.
IVIAy 3 •• 9 A.m. - 1 P.M.
MAY 17 • 9 A.m. - 1 P.M.
MAY 24 • 9 A.M. - 1 P.n.,.

Add Organic Matter To Your Garden
Just Come By!

(270)753-9692 or
(270)994-1475

TownCrier

III Airport ...
From Front

MSU Organic Pasteurization Plan

The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• The City of Murray Water System will flush fire hydrants on April 6,
beginning at 7 a.m., and should be completed around 4 p.m. In case of
any discoloration, customers are advised to allow cold water to run until
clear, and clothes washing should wait until the flushing is completed
and water has cleared.
• Hazel City Council is scheduled to meet Monday. April 7.
-

Inn
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FINAL 4
FREEBIE!

march Audi,
SALE'
Enjoy All The NCAA Tournament On
Your New Big Screen!
Sony KP-43HT20 Ultra affordable
value in a high
definition TV. All
the beautiful high
definition picture in
a price range you
can afford.

Buy Any Size Pizza
Get One FREE!

YEW AWE
IMAIVC/A/0

Friday - Monday Only!
*Special good April 4-7 only
*Must present coupon when ordering
*Not good with any other special
*Free pizza must be of equal value for less

Sale Price

$1,599

Sale Price

Sony KP46VVT500 - The
compact KP46VVT500 46" hic•
definition
widescreen by
Sony with she. -underneath fo•
those tight spots
All the fun, all the
entertainment in a
space you never
dreamed

$1,899

Includes Free Delivery

Includes Free Delivery

SONY

SONY

Sony KP-51WS500 - The "little- big screen with a 51"
high definition picture as good as its olg brothers.
The KP-51WS500 by Sony Is the big screen that
doesn't take up big space

Stile Price $2,199
Less Instant Rebate $200

804 CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656
MEI

You Pay Only

INN II=

$1,999

Includes Free Delivery

Classes are now being formed by the

SONY

MURRAY TRAINING
CONSORTIUM

Sony KP-57WS500
- Sony brings
beautiful images to
life with the KP57WS500 57" high
definition
widescreen projection television. An
affordable way to
experience the
best in home theater.

Open to anyone who wants to increase their current skill level.
A limited number of slots are available to members of the general public wishing to increase their
current skill levels and employability.

Classes offered include:
Contact Glenda Rowlett at 270-753-1870
it interested in the tollowing classes:
Charts-Functions in Excel offered April 15th • Basic Computer Skills offered May 12th
Contact Shea Simmons at 270-753-3919
if interested in the following classes:
Advanced Math offered April 22
Statistical Process Control offered April 29th • Shop Math offered May 6th
Variable Speed Motors offered June 23rd

Sale Price $2,499
Less Instant Rebate $100
you Pay Only

$2,399

Includes Free Delivery

SONY

m„„-ay
I I

$2,999
Includes Free Delivery

SONY
506 N. 12th Street

•SAW,.

Training Consortium includes
Briggs & Stratton, Kenlake Foods
and ISP of Calvert City.

Sony
KP-65W5500 Bigger is
definitely
better when
you're buying a
television.
Jump on the
Sony
KP-65WS500
for your home
theater. It's a
65- bargain

Murray, Kentucky 42071

Audio • Video • Communications

270-753-7567
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Statesmen who
also serve as
U.S. soldiers
By MIKE BRANOM
Associated Press Writer
EUSTIS. Fla.(AP)•— Most of
America'\ soldiers and sailors serving in the Middle East left family
and friends behind when they were
deployed. First Sgt. Carey Baker
also bid farewell to his constituents.
Baker, a two-term Republican
representing a central Florida district in the state House of
Representatives, has spent the past
two months on active duty in the
Persian Gulf.
While Baker, 40, stands alone as
the only state legislator currently
stationed in the Gulf, a handful of
lawmakers at local and state levels
have either recently served military
commitments or will do so soon.
Vermont State Sen. Joe Kenney,
a Marine reservist and Gulf War
veteran, learned last week he will
be called to active duty in early
May. On Thursday, the Senate gave
Kenney a standing ovation and
wished him a safe and speedy

November, is currently going
through two weeks of Air Force
Reserves training at Maxwell Air
Force Base near Montgomery, Ala.
He recently said he has a better
understanding for how most state
employees feel now that training
has put him on the bottom of the
pecking order.
"From the standpoint of empathy, I think there's tremendous
value," Sanford said.
Another central Florida politician, Orange County Commissioner
Bob Sindler, has served as a veterinarian in Afghanistan for the past
six months. When Sindler
announced in September that his
unit was being deployed, there was
some outcry that he wasn't giving
up his job.
But there have been no calls for
Baker — who commands about 130
troops from Alpha Company of the
Florida National Guard's 2nd
hoto
Battalion, 124th Infantry Regiment
— to quit.
MUM.
During his State of the State
And Rep. Doran Metzger told
address in March, Gov. Jeb Bush
colleagues in January he would
showed a video clip of the lawmakmiss nearly the entire legislative
er, dressed in his battle fatigues
Allies face a multitude of hazards if they
session while serving with a
decimated by air attack rather than take up urban
during training at Fort Stewart, Ga. By CALVIN WOODWARD
Associated Press Writer
have to mix it up inside "Fortress Baghdad," as
warrens in great numbers.
Vermont National Guard air ambuLawmakers from both parties
WASHINGTON (AP) — War strategists liken Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld put it.
He is clinging to that hope.
lance company.
responded with applause.
Military analysts say the worst case — actual
"In the city, everything is a line-of-sight
Other lawmakers have felt the
While Baker's desk in the cham- urban combat to knife fights in a phone booth.
Allied forces are getting a taste of it in small
door-to-door combat, with civilians always in
fight," Work said. "You peek your head around
tension of balancing military servber remains empty, a political anaIraqi cities, trying to avoid it in a larger one and
the
way
—
might
be
avoidable,
but
incursions
of
the corner and you can see down one block.
ice with their constituents.
lyst said his absence has actually
face an almost certain round of it in the biggest
some sort into hostile urban areas are likely.
Enemies can pop out above you, below you.
• Ohio state gep. John Boccieri
worked to further his aims on the
prize of all, Baghdad.
Beyond the obvious risk to troops moving
They can come from the sewers.
missed several weeks of the legisla- House floor.
Unless Iraq capitulates before the fall of the
through unfamiliar neighborhoods, the prospect
"They can shoot down from you from wintive session this year while flying a
House lawmakers passed his bill capital, the city's rooftops, modern boulevards,
of high civilian casualties gives commanders
dows. They can outflank you by going down
('-130 cargo plane for the Guard
last week that would give private
sprawling neighborhoods and narrow, twisty side pause. After the I7-hour urban gun battle in
alleyways on the other side of the building."
near the Iraqi border.
streets will test coalition armies inching closer
school vouchers to the children of
Mogadishu. Somalia, in 1993, 18 U.S. serviceDaniel Goure, a military analyst at the
• Last month, John Pippy,
men and more than 1,000 Somalis lay dead —
military personnel. While the meas- by the hour.
Lexington Institute, said allies would have to
Military theory holds that an army unit loses
and not all the Somalis were combatants.
Pennsylvania's newest state senator, ure was opposed by some
divide the city into manageable chunks, isolating
almost one-third of its people taking a city — a
Separating combatants and innocents, already the resistance.
was sworn in while on a one-day
Democrats who feared it would
price the United States hasn't paid for generaa deadly challenge for forces operating in south"It will be a pain, it will be difficult, it will be
pass from the Army's 332nd
siphon off funding to public
tions
and
hopes
to
avoid
with
new
tactics
ern
and
Iraq, would be all the harder in Baghdad.
urban," Goure said. "But it will work."
Engineer Company in Aberdeen,
schools, it would've faced tougher
training, an excess of caution and a dose of luck.
On the approach to the capital, the Army's
John Pike, defense analyst at
Md. Pippy. a captain, commands
scrutiny if America wasn't in its
Already,
allied
forces
have
3rd
engaged
"rag
tags
Infantry Division has run into al-Quds militi- Globalsecurity.org, predicted a three-pronged
the unit.
current "rally-round-the-flag
in flip-flops," as British Sgt. Nigel Barton
amen who used a commercial area to stage guer- urban strategy — bombing leadership targets,
• U.S. Rep. Mark Kirk, R-III., a
mode," said University of Central
described poorly trained but dangerously unprerilla attacks, officials said. When U.S. tanks
sending in the tanks and seizing airwaves to urge
Naval Reserve intelligence officer,
Florida political science professor
dictable urban irregulars who might extend a
went after them, they quickly found themselves
surrender.
has arranged to spend Congress'
Aubrey Jewett.
hand of friendship one minute and shoot the
in a residential neighborhood, with women and
-Those three things simultaneously will hopetwo-week spring recess as a watch
"In an odd way, he may actually next.
children coming out of their houses to gawk at
fully convince people that Iraq is under new
officer in the Pentagon's war room. now have more legislative clout,"
U.S. and British troops struggled to secure an
the Americans.
management," Pike said. "And if that doesn't
• Rep. Steve Buyer, R-Ind., a
early conquest, the strategic port town of Umm
Jewett said.
"The al-Quds are all along this area, dressed
work, then there's going to be a problem."
Qasr where the Iraqi resistance has refused to
lieutenant colonel in the Army
like civilians and driving civilian vehicles and
Waiting for Baker's safe return
Some of America's costliest fights have been
melt from the streets. Farther up the highway,
they come out at night," 4th Battalion
Reserves who was a legal adviser in to Eustis, a community of more
in urban combat — several thousand lost in
allies closed in quickly on the outskirts of Basra, Commander Lt. Col. Philip DeCamp said. "The
POW camps during the Persian
Seoul during the Korean War, hundreds in Hue
than 15,000 on the fringe of
a city of 1.3 million, taking the airfield on the
al-Quds are madmen, taking over people's hous- City in Vietnam. Retired Marine Col. Randy
Gulf War, volunteered to serve
Orlando's sprawl, are his three
outskirts and a bridge. But there the assault
es and making them get out."
Gangle, former adviser to the Marine Corps
overseas but the Pentagon turned
brothers, his wife and 6-month-old
paused, turning into a shootigg match that perFor all that, some U.S. strategists say Fortress Warfighting Lab, said it is common for 30 perdown his offer.
son.
sists.
Baghdad can be taken, and not necessarily at
cent of an invading force to be killed or woundThere are almost 217,000
Baker, who helps run the family"We're not going to get drawn in unless we
tremendous cost.
ed
in the early going, compared with 10 percent
reservists and guardsmen currently
owned gun shop business, has
absolutely have to," said British Col. Chris
"I don't think it's going to be a Stalingrad,"
in open combat.
•
taking part in American military
served 22 years with the Guard and
Vernon.
said retired Marine Col. Bob Work, referring to
"We will not willy-nilly use our firepower in
operations overseas and at home,
has served long deployments before
Basra is but a microcosm of Baghdad, city of the Russian city where 1 million died in a cruthe cities the way we would in the open," he
said Pentagon spokesman Lt. Col.
— 52 days during the aftermath of
5 million, home to Saddam Hussein's toughest
cial defeat for German invaders in World War 11. said."And we've trained for just that type of
Dan Stoneking.
defenders and the key to victory.
Hurricane Andrew in 1992 — but
He said the positioning of Saddam's toughest
thing."
While statehouses across the
this is the first time he's left behind
divisions outside the city raises hope they can be
country have said occasional
a child.
deployments are not a problem,
In an e-mail to the AP, Baker
some legislatures are pushing for
said the war has already added to
lav.s that would allow temporary
his perspective. "It has only served
By RICHARD PYLE
bers are not as relevant because he
were the Republican Guard,
battalions decimated the armor'appointees to vote in place of legis- to enhance my commitment to proAssociated Press Writer
(Saddam)appears to be using an
Saddam's best trained and most
Tawakalna and Medina diviheavy
lators called to duty.
tecting our American freedoms, as a
Saddam Hussein's decision to
unconventional strategy that doesloyal troops. Then, as now, they
sions
in
battles along Kuwait'
South Carolina Gov. Mark
soldier, an elected representative
employ guerrilla warfare and terror- n't really rely on conventional
had the best tanks, the Soviet T-72s
western
flank.
Sanford, a Republican elected last
and as a parent."
ist tactics can be explained by his
capabilities."
with 125mm guns, while other units
Iraq's losses in armor and
army's huge disadvantage in
The allied coalition is seeking to relied on Soviet armor dating from
artillery would have been even
weaponry.
destroy the Republican Guard
the 1960s. The artillery also was
worse, had not Iraq withdrawn
Once billed as the world's
around Baghdad with a coordinated
mostly Soviet, but included the Gsome T-72s from Kuwait before the
fourth-largest. Iraq's military
air and ground campaign.
5, a beefed-up South African howassault, and if the allies had not
machine lost half its might during
U.S. officials say the Iraqis
itzer with a 23-mile range.
halted the fighting after 100 hours,
the 1991 Gulf War and is preparing
already are feeling the effects of
Iraq's then-powerful air force of enabling a large number of
WASHINGTON (AP) — People of different ages, races and political
to defend Baghdad with outmoded
precision-guided bombs and misabout 800 aircraft included Soviet
Republican Guard units to escape
beliefs have sharply divergent views of the war, though overall support
tanks and the remnants of an air
siles, assaults by helicopters operat- helicopters and 500 or more French with their tanks and armored perremains steady at about seven in 10 Americans, a poll released Thursday
force that doesn't dare to fly.
ing in the dark and from over the
and Soviet-built fighters and
sonnel carriers.
showed.
Although
Iraq
has
about
horizon, and direct attacks by
40
facbombers, fitted to carry bombs and
Some experts said Desert Storm
About nine in 10 Republicans say President Bush made the right deciground forces.
missiles including French-made
reduced the army to a force capable
sion to go to war with Iraq while just over half of Democrats, 56 percent, tories producing conventional
weapons, its armored forces are 12
A U.S. spokesman, Brig. Gen.
Exocet anti-ship missiles.
of defending Iraq, but not strong
felt that way. according to the poll by the Pew Research Center for the
years
older,
smaller
Vincent
in
numbers
Brooks, confirmed on
and
Also in the arsenal were Sovietenough to launch another invasion
People & the Press.
well behind their U.S. and British
Monday that the Army's V Corps
made SAM anti-aircraft missiles
beyond its borders.
Six in 10 conservative Republicans say the war is going very well and
adversaries in battlefield technolohad attacked elements of the
and anti-aircraft guns, Scud misBy varying estimates, 500 to 700
nearly half of moderate to liberal Republicans agree. Just a third of
Guards' Medina Division south of
siles, Chinese-made Silkworm anti- of Iraq's original 1,800 T-72 tanks
gy.
Democrats who consider themselves conservative to moderate agree that
Its best tanks, the Soviet-built TBaghdad with air and artillery. At
ship missiles and some homegrown remain in service — all with
the war is going very well, and only a fourth of liberal Democrats.
72s, once compared favorably with
Hindiyah, 3rd Infantry Division
versions of other missiles, some
Republican Guard units. It also has
There were also sharply different views about the war in different genthe Americans' Abrams and the
troops clashed with another Guards able to use chemical warheads.
about 2,000 older Soviet tanks, no
erations. different races and those with varying levels of education. While
British Challenger. But those lost in unit, the Nebuchadnezzar Brigade.
The weakness of this formidable
match for allied armor. British
men were the most likely to say that going to war was the right decision,
Desert Storm were not replaced,
defending the town and a key
array was "feeble logistics and a
Challenger tanks swiftly destroyed
women were much less supportive. Only about half of women over the
and many were cannibalized for
bridge over the Euphrates River.
centralized system of command and several T-55 tanks, a 1960s Soviet
age of 75 said going to war was the right decision, and about the same
others
During the fighting at Hindiyah, control in which important decikeep
parts
to
working.
model, fleeing from Basra last
number of women under age 25 felt that way. Only a third of black
Because of clear imbalance in
Iraqi soldiers, many in civilian
sions, even in the heat of battle,
week.
women said that war was the right choice. Those with a high school edufirepower. Saddam's best regular
clothes, fired rocket-propelled
could be made only by Saddam
The seven-week Desert Storm
cation or less were more likely than those with a college education to say
elite
troops,
Republican
the
grenades and small arms at the
Guard
personally," Gen. H. Norman
air campaign also wrecked
that going to war was the right decision.
divisions defending Baghdad, are
American tanks and Bradley fightSchwarzkopf, commander of Desert Saddam's air force. While U.S.
expected to disperse their tanks and ing vehicles.
Storm, wrote in his postwar memcommanders eventually conceded
guns in concealed positions —
Saddam's military in 1990 was a oirs, "It Doesn't Take a Hero."
that only 15 percent of Iraqi combat
including populated areas. They
highly experienced combat force,
Allied strategists at the time
aircraft — about 75 planes — were
will not take them out in the open
having emerged two years earlier as rejoiced over one of those decisions destroyed, about 100 were flown to
as they did during Desert Storm,
the nominal victor in an eight-year
— to conceal hundreds of tanks and Iran for safekeeping, only to be
war with neighboring Iran.
analysts predict.
artillery pieces in fixed positions in
seized by the Iranians. Those planes
ALICE ROUSE
ERIC WALKER
Baghdad's 900,000-member
Such tactics make a comparison
the Kuwaiti desert, where they were remain there today, along with
Publisher
army was exceeded in size only by
Managing Editor
of the strength and quality of the
vulnerable to cruising U.S. airabout 50 held in other countries.
those of China, the Soviet Union'
opposing forces less meaningful.
craft's thermal sensors and systemU.S. spokesmen say no Iraqi
WALTER L. APPERSON
and Vietnam. It had 6,000 tanks,
said John Abrams, a retired Army
atically destroyed in what resemmilitary aircraft have been seen in
4,060 armoredpersonnel carriers
Publisher Emeritus
general and military analyst.
bled a giant Pac-Man video game.
the air this time. "If they fly,"
parand 3.200 artillery pieces, most of
any
dangerous
draw
to
"It
is
Once the ground war began, the
Brooks warned on Monday,"they
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
it-of Soviet bloc origin.
allels between this and Desert
Republican Guard was the primary
die."
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.
Eight of the 63 army divisions
Storm," Abrams said. "The numtarget. Allied air power and tank

Peril at the Gates of Baghdad

Once world's fourth-largest, Iraq army less formidable today

Poll: War support remains steady, but
groups have sharply different views
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Deaths
Mrs. Jossie Seaton

Mrs. Mary Olive Smith Burke

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home

Mrs. Mary Olive Smith Burke, 88, Stadium View Drive, Murray, died
Wednesday morning, April 2, 2003, at Western Baptist Church, Paducah.
A graduate of E.W. Grove High School, Paris, Tenn., she worked at the
& Cremator)
tormer Salant & Salant Shirt Factory for 10 years and Plumley Rubber
753-8888
753-7000
Company for one year. She was a member of Cordova Baptist Church,
Memphis, Tenn.
Walter Lee Apperson
She was married May 19, 1932, to Charles Wesley (Radio) Smith who
Fte funeral for Walter Lee Apperson will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at First
died Jan. 15, 1969. She later married William Daniel Burke Jan. 17, 1981
Chnstian Church. Murray. The Rev. William Horner will officiate.
sister, Willa Moore Gourley. and one
Active pallbearers will be Bobby Bowland, Dennis Valentine, John and he died March 13, 1995. One
1914, in
Compton, Tnpp Purdom, John Purdom and Harold St. Aubin. Honorary pall- brother, Curtis Olive, both preceded her in death. Born Sept. 12,
bearers will be Wells Purdom, Jimmy Boone, John Cook, Herbie Hunt,Jimmy Henry County, Tenn.. she was the daughter of the late Rufus H. Olive and
Marvin, Curtis Boyd, George Pickens, Iry Bright. Bill Dyer, Bill McClanahan, Elizabeth Ann Landlord Olive.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Ro Ellen Smith Rushing, Paris,
Lee Pitzer. Hugh Williams, Bob Creason, Merle Fowler and Bob Byars.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Smith Millard and husband, Mark. Guntersville,
Cemetery.
and
City
Murray
the
in
Burial will follow
today
p.m.
7
to
4
from
Home
Funeral
Churchill
J.H.
two sons, William 0. Smith and wife, Jody, Franklin, Tenn., and
Ala.;
the
at
Visitation will be
Wesley G. Smith and wife, Peggy. Gilbertsville; one brother, George H.
(Fnday).
North
Ill
Church,
Christian
First
to
made
be
may
Expressions of sympathy
Olive, Paris; 12 grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
42071.
5th St., Murray, KY
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Johnson Chapel Church,
at
2003,
3,
April
Thursday,
died
Murray,
Drive,
Chaucer
Mr. Apperson. 70.
Paris. The Rev. Jim Mustain and the Rev. Alan Trull will officiate.
5 a.m. at his home. His death followed an illness.
Pallbearers will be Jay Smith, Chris Smith, Matthew Millard, Daniel
Publisher emeritus of The Murray Ledger & limes, he had formerly been Millard, Adam Miller and Lloyd M. Peale, active; Jimmy Arnold, Brian
editor of The Mayfield Messenger before coming to Murray in 1973. He had Sannento, Chuck Smith and Nathan McDowell, honorary. Burial will
served in the United States Air Force and was a graduate Western Kentucky follow in the Johnson Chapel Cemetery.
University. He was a member and 'elder of First Christian Church. Murray.
Visitation will be at McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, from 2 to 8 p.m.
Born March 9, 1933, in Mayfield. he was the son of Mary Kate Apperson today (Friday) and from 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. on Saturday.
and the late Cleo Apperson. One brother, William Apperson, preceded him in
death.
James Henry (Hank) Cotton Imes
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rainey Bailey Apperson. to whom he was
Graveside rites for James Henry(Hank)Cotton Imes were Thursday at
married Dec. 27, 1955; three daughters, Mrs. Kate Apperson Reeves and husat the Murray City Cemetery. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham officip.m.
4
band, Dave, and Mrs. Emily Apperson Gaddie and husband, Gerald. all of
ated.
Murray, and Mrs. Linda Bailey Apperson Henderson and husband, John,
Churchill-Imes Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Charlotte. N.C.; his mother. Mrs. Mary Kate Apperson, Mayfield; one sister,
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Ronald
Mrs. Barbara St. Aubin, Bethesda. Md.; three grandchildren. Kate Kennedy
McDonald House, 2144 Fairfax Ave., Nashville, TN 37212.
Reeves, Walter Lawton Henderson and Rainey Ray Gaddie.
Imes, 4 1/2 months, died Wednesday. April 2, 2003, at 2:05 p.m. at
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Vanderbilt
Mrs. Katie Men Furgerson
Nov. 8, 2002, in Nashville, Tenn.
born
was
He
Friday,
today.
Mrs. Katie Inell Furgerson, 95, Radio Road. Dexter, died
Survivors include his mother, Amanda Cotton, and father, Matt Imes,
April 4, 2003, at 6:40 a.m. at her home.
Murray; his grandparents. James and Charlotte Cotton, Eddyville, and
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Kenny and Mary Beth Imes, Murray; great-grandmothers, Mrs. Ossie
Mrs. Donna J. Warren
Cashman, Eddyville, and Mrs. Maxine Beale and Mrs. Martha Farris,
Mrs. Donna J. Warren, 54, Cumming, Ga., formerly of Calloway County, both of Murray; two aunts, Mrs. Nancy Feagan and husband, Kevin,
died Wednesday. April 2, 2003, at 9:15 a.m. at Portsbridge Hospice, Dunnelion, Fla., and Mrs. Molly Ross and husband, Todd. Murray; one
Dunwoody, Ga.
uncle, John Imes and wife, Shannon. Murray.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home, Murray, is in charge of arrangements.

Wounded Marine contacts
western Kentucky family
PADUCAH, Ky. SAP) — Libby wounded from shrapnel in his right
and Jim Best had to hold back tears hand.
"He sounded really good. He
after receiving a call from their son.
saying,'Mom,stop crying, I'm
kept
last
ambush
an
in
who was wounded
said Libby Best, who was
OK,"
Iraq.
week in
Lance Cpl. John Best, a member notified of her son's injuries by milof the 2nd Battalion, 8th Marines itary officials three days earlier.
The 20-year-old Marine, who
based at Camp Lejeune, N.C.,called
in truck maintenance, was hit
works
Sunday from a military hospital in
on March 26 when his
shrapnel
by
deployed
Germany. Best, who was
ambushed.
was
squadron
was
5,
Feb.
to the Middle East

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, April 6th • 2-4 p.m.

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you Ti

STOCK MARKET REPORT

prices as of 9 a.m.

Dim Jones Ind. A% g.....8287.86 + 47.48 HopFed Bank'
42.64 + 0.29 IBM
1ir Products
67.66 + 0.08 Ingersoll Rand
Anthem
11.43 + 0.17 Intel
AOL Time Warner
15.13 + 0.18 Kroger
AT&T
23.26 + 0.20 Mattel
Bell South
40.93 + 0.45 McDonalds
Briggs & Stratton
22.41 + 0.13 Merck
Bristol Myers Squibb
52.01 + 0.21
('aterpillar
Microsoft
Chevron Texaco Corp ......64.49 + 0.09
J.C. Penne
.30.92 + 0.68
Daimler Chrysler
Pepsico, Inc.
43.87 - 0.06
Dean Foods
Pfizer. Inc.
35.37 + 0.32
Exxon-Mobil
Schering-Plough .
7.97 + 0.09
Ford Motor
27.75 + 0.20 Sears
General Electric
15.36 + 0.35 Union Planters
General Motors
17.50 + 0.61 US Bancorp
GlaxoSmithKline ADR
14.45 - 0.07 UST
Goodrich
5.89 + 0.15 Wal-Mart
Goodyear
Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M-F
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15.03 B 15.60 A
81.65 - 0.26
41.05 + 0.50
17.56 - 0.01
13.57 + 0.16
22.78- 0.03
14.21 + 0.03
.56.83 + 0.72
25.52- 0.21
20.34 + 0.22
38.44 + 0.27
32.66 + 0.36
18.27 + 0.02
25.29 + 0.27
27.09+ 0.30
19.67 + 0.18
27.65 - 0.08
54.59 + 0.54

"-Boston-Ewing Investment Group

LYONS
HILLIARD
At- J.J.B.
HILLIARD. W.L. LYONS, INC.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIP(

815 SHARPE
This wonderful custom home features french doors in dining & living
rooms, two fireplaces, all hardwood & brick flooring downstairs, over
1 COO sq. ft. of living area. Courtyard in back. Three central heat & air
lin Is Call today for your private showing. Listed at $249,900.

KOPPERUD REALTY

REGISTRATION

753-1222

711 Main St.
:5

MURRAY PRESCHOOL/HEADSTART &
EARLY HEAD START REGISTRATION
Friday, April 11th, 2003 - 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
1st Floor Alexander Hall (Old Special
Education Bldg. - MSU (16th St.)

MSU

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOUHEADSTART

AHT DAY

•Age three or four by October 1, 2003

'Qualify under income guidelines(four year olds must meet school district's
free meal guidelines; three year olds must meet Federal Poverty Guidelines
*Children with disabilities will be eligible regardless of income.
'Children who turn three during the 2003-2004 school year and meet
disability guidelines may enter the program on their third birthday.
'Tuition option may be available

April 5th • 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Carmen Pavilion
College Farm Road

For information call 762-3262
['lease Bring:

6
4;

Physicals & Nail Trims
FREE

•Child's Certified Birth Certificate
•Proof-of-income .2002 tax returns(W2 forms) K-TAP, Child Support,
Social Security or SSI, MSU Grant/Scholarship information etc.
•Social Security cards of all family members
•Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
•Custody Documentation, if applicable
Locations of Program: MSU Alexander Hall, Willis Early Child Care
Center, MSU Ruby Simpson Child Development Center

Bath & Dip
Small Pets
$10.00

Fecals $6.00
Heartworm Testing $10.00

Large Pets
$12.00

Feline Leukemia Testing
$12.00

Entire Package
$16.00

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEADSTART

Mrs. Anna C. Houser
Mrs. Anna C. Houser, Paducah, died Wednesday, April 2. 2003, at 3:20
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Retired field supervisor for the Cabinet for Family Resources, she was
also a retired employee of the County Clerk's office. She was a volunteer
for the Library, a member of Houser Grove Church of Christ, McCracken
County Genealogy Society and Friends of the Library. and former member
of Business and Professional Women's Club.
One brother preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late
William A. Carrigan and Opal Simmons Carrigan.
Survivors include her husband. Cletus Houser; one daughter. Mrs. Cindy
Houser Wynn, Benton; one son, Sam Houser. Boaz; one brother, Ray
Carrigan, Hardin; one grandson. Adam Houser, Boaz; one stepgrandson.
Brandon Wynn, Calvert City; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Milner & On
Funeral Home, Paducah. Harvey Elder and Stan Colley will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Houser Grove Church of Christ Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Houser Grove Special
Building Fund. 6955 Old Houser Rd., Boaz, KY 42027.

Used Cars 8t Trucks
From Peppers
2002 Dodge 1500 Qua SOLD #CT3122B, Red, V8,
Seat. 11,000 miles.
NC, Leather, PW„
$20,986.
2002 Jeep Grand Cherokee LTD 4x4 - St. #CT3191A,
Woodland/Brown, V8, Auto., A/C. All Power. Leather, CD,
45,000 miles. $24,986.
2001 Dodge 2500 Quad SLT - St. #CT3198A, White,
Diesel. 5 Sp., A/C, PW, PL. TO, 77,000 miles. $20,986.
2001 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT - St. #CT2373B, Maroon, V8,
Auto., A/C, PW, PL, TC, 71,000 miles. $15,995.
2001 Dodge 1500 LWB SLT - St. #CT3129A, Blue, V8,
Auto., A/C, PW, PL, TC, 37,000 miles. $15,995.
2001 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT - St. #CT3105AA, White, V8,
Auto., A/C, PW, PL. TC, 48,000 miles. $17.995.
2001 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT - St. #CT3100A, White, V8,
Auto., NC, PW, PL, TO, 28,000 miles. $18,995.
2000 Chevrolet Monte Carlo SS - St. #CT3110A, Red, V6,
Auto., AC, All Power, CD, Leather, Moon Roof. $11,986.00.
2000 Chevy Blazer 4 Dr., 4x4 - St. #CT3044A, Blue, Auto.,
A/C, PL, PS, PB, 50,000 miles. $12,850.
2000 Dodge Durang soLb .t. #GT3110D, Blue, V8,
• -at, PW. PL, TC, 28,000
Auto., Front and R
miles. $18,995.
2000 Chevrolet 1500 LS Ex Cab 4 Dr. Pickup - St.
#CT3204A, Blue, V8, Auto., NC, PW, PL. TO, 63K miles.
$15,995.
2000 Chevrolet Blazer LS 4 Dr. - St. #GC3248B, White, V6,
Auto., AC, PW, PL, TC, 48K miles. $11,986.
ariet - St. #CT3073B,
1999 Ford F350 Cr
PL, TC, Winch, Topper,
Diesel, White, Aut
113,000 miles. $22,986.
1999 Dodge 1500 S
SOLD :118A, Black, V8, Auto.,
Air, PW, PL, Cruise • • .• 110 miles. $11,995.
1998 Chrysler Cirrus LXI - St. #CT3209B, Tan. V6. All
Power. Leather, $6,995
1998 Toyota Camry LE - St. #CT3081A, Tan, Auto., A/C.
PW, PL, TO, 58K miles. $9,250.
1997 Ford F250 XLT Pickup - St. #GT3110DD, White, V8.
Auto., NC, PW, PL, TC. $6,995.
1997 Nissan XE Pickup - St. #CT3073C, White, PS, PB,
AC, 71K miles. $6,995.
1996 Jeep Cherokee - St. #CC3218B. Blue. 6 cyl Auto.,
PS, PB, AC, TC, 81K miles. $7.350.
09BB. Red, V-6. Auto..
1989 Dodge Dakota
SOLD
Air, 83,000 miles. $
"Whatever It Takes. We Want To Be Your Car Or Truck Company.'

•Pregnant Women

•Infants and Toddlers Age Birth to Three
•Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines

For Information Call: 762-5438

Proceeds go to the MSU AHT/Pre-Vet Club
and NEADS CHARITY.

Mrs. Jossie Seaton, 74, Calvert City, mother of Mrs. Evelyn Bolin of
Murray. died Wednesday. April 2. 2003. at 145 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah.
An active member of First Baptist Church. Calvert City, she served on
the building fund committee and ABC Club. She was active in 4-H, Girl
Scouts, Boy Scouts and Marshall County Band Boosters. A member of the
Village Craft Guild, she organized and worked for Calvert City Library. She
was an organ donor.
Five brothers preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late
Cheston Kendred Wallace and Rebecca (Pet) Denton Wallace.
Survivors include her husband. Marlin Seaton; four daughters, Mrs.
Rebecca Wilson. Reidland. Mrs. Evelyn Bolin, Murray, Mrs. Marilyn
Thompson, Benton, and Mrs. June Fortner, Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs.
Martha Ella Jordan. LaCenter, Mrs. Margaret Ruth Leigh. Wickliffe, and
Mrs. Mary Nell Morehead. Heath; one brother. Wayne Wallace. Paducah:
six grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner & OR
Funeral Home,Paducah. The Rev. Jerome Browne will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Spring Bayou Cemetery in McCracken County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church Building
Fund. 34 Ash St.. Calvert City, KY 42029.

•

Watch for our NOME IMPROVEMENT TAB
coming soon!

Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
•Proof-of-income - 2002 tax return (W-2 forms) K-TAP, Child Support,
Social Security or SS1, MSU Grant/Scholarship information etc.
'Social Security cards of all family members
'Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
*Custody documentation, if applicable
Location of Programs: MSU Alexander Hall(Old Special Education Building)
Accredited by National Association for the Education of Young Children

PEPPERS

CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH • DODGE • JEEP
2400 E Wood St - Paris. TN - (731)642-5661 - 1-800-748-8816
Wir
Dodge
Dodge MO;

411.
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Friday, April 4, 2003

Memories of 'Mr. A'
will always be with us

Anniversary

Special memories are with all of us here at The
Murray Ledger & Times following the death of our
publisher emeritus, Walter Lee Apperson, who died
Thursday, April 3, at 5 a.m. after an illness.
"Mr. A," as he was called by the employees here,
will be remembered for his many acts of kindness,
courtesies and loyalty to each of us.
As publisher, he came here in September 1973. I
can still remember what he said when he was talking
with me about the publishing of obituaries. He said,
"Copies of obituaries and weddings are the most
Jo's
articles saved and found in Bibles and albums in
Datebook most homes." He changed the make-up to have all
By Jo Burkeen the obituaries published together on oneloage in the
Community
newspaper.
Editor
Mr. A. and his wife, Rainey, immediately got
involved with their church, First Christian, and with special activities
of the city and county. Their three daughters, Kate, Linda and Emily,
are all graduates of Murray High School.
Our present publisher, Alice J. Rouse,came to work as bookkeeper
for The Murray Ledger & Times shortly after Mr. Apperson came to
Murray. She later became general manager and was promoted to publisher April 1, 2001.

Fire Protection district meeting Monday
Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Monday, April 7, at
6 p.m. at the No. I Fire Station of Calloway County Fire-Rescue on East
Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street. The public is invited.

Four Rivers Group to meet Sunday
Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday, April 6, at 2
p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all musicians
and listeners. For information call Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Mr. and Mrs. Bell in 1947

Mr. and Mrs. Bell in 2003

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Bell of 2788 Steely Rd., Murray, will celebrate
their 56th wedding anniversary on Saturday, April 5, 2003.
They were married April 5, 1947, in Chicago, Ill. Elmer Black was a witness.
Mrs. Bell is the former Shirley M. Kihnley, daughter of the late Frank

and Selma Kihnley.
Mr. Bell is the son a the late William and Mary Bell. He is retired.
They have one daughter, Debra Wood, and one son, David F. Bell.
Mr. and Mrs. Bell have seven grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.

Water district board will meet
Dexter-Almo Heights water District Board will meet Monday, April 7, at
6 p.m. at the district water office.

Retired teachers will meet Monday

EventReminders

Calloway County Retired Teachers will meet Monday, April 7, at 11:30
a.m. at the Murray State University West Kentucky Exposition Center. A
light luncheon will be served. President Arvin Crafton urges all eligible
retirees to attend.

l'he following are reminders of events planned for this weekend that
li,i‘e recently been published in the Murray Ledger & Times:

Lodge meeting will be Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Monday,
April 7, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple. Plans for the fund-raising
breakfast on Saturday, April 12. will be discussed.

Faith Angela Taylor, daughter of Andy and Alaine Taylor of Benton, and
Christopher Alan King, son of Gayle and Florence King of McCreary
County, will be married today (Friday) April 4, 2003, in a private ceremony.
An open reception will be today at 5:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Middle
School. All relatives and friends are invited.

MWC Board will meet Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday,
April 7. at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.

000

Tina Swift Wadkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Swift of Murray. and
Aaron Eugene WoIford,son of Bill and Jean Wolford of Murray. will be married Saturday, April 5, 2003, at 2 p.m. at Sugar Creek Baptist Church,
Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

Parents' Support Group will meet
Parents' Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous, will meet
Monday, March 31, from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call 1-800-children.

000

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Bell will observe their 56th wedding anniversary
Saturday. April 5, 2003. No formal celebration is planned.

Seminars simplify advertising with
direct mail states postmaster
strated its effectiveness in reaching
and reinforcing messages.to potential and existing customers.
To assist you in maximizing the
potential of advertising with mail,
the Postal Service has developed
Direct Mail Made Easy seminars
that provide small or medium-sized
business with the information needed to create successful Direct Mail
programs. You can learn more
about the seminars by visiting the
Postal Service web site at
www.usps.com/directmail.
In the Direct Mail Made Easy
seminars, professionals will explain
the process of designing a cam,
paign, from start to finish.
Beginning with an overview of
Direct Mail, you'll learn about
using the Internet to build your
campaign; procuring lists; printing
and lettershop operations;
concept/copy development, and
mail preparation.
You'll also learn about the
ds •
unique "double" effect of Direct
• Mail - its initial impact as people
Theatres • read and digest your message, plus
• the unique opportunity they have to
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
.: review at a convenient or critical
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M. • time. You'll find out how much
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY : more valuable the mail piece
• becomes if it includes a special
A Man Apart
code or coupon. And you can seek
R - 12:55 - 3:15 - 7:20 - 9:35 : the advice of experts to help you
• decide if a multimedia approach to
Basic
advertising - such as utilizing
R- 1:30 - 3:35 - 7:30 - 9:40 : newspaper ads and advertising mail
. is the right approach for your busiPhone Booth
ness.
R- 1:25 - 3:20 - 7:40 - 9:30 i
\II RR
RO IARN SOAP
•
Head Of State
BOX DERBY

ou own a business, you
know the value of advertising
effectively. In fact, a fair amount of
time and money
has to be put
into promoting
your business.
You may run an
advertisement in
your local newspaper, have a
commercial produced for radio
or television, or
Greetings place an adverfrom Dexter tisement on the
By Peggy
Internet. All are
Smith
effective ways
Dexter
to advertise.
Postmaster
But one of
the best ways to
reach people is through the mail.
Advertising mail has long demon-

PG13 - 1:05 - 3:10 - 7:25 - 9:25 :
What A Girl Wants :
PG - 1.15 - 3:30 - 7:00 - 9:15 :
•
The Core
•
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:45
.
Movie
:
Piglet's Big
•
G - 12:45 - 2:25 - 3:55
•
:
PG13 - 1:35 - 3:45 - 7:10 - 9:20 :

Bringing Down•The House

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU APRIL 10:
Program Information Call 753-3314 :

Registration/Orientation Session
April 1st & Nth at Pagliai's
Restaurant
Race
!/141aN 31 •8 a m.-Finish
'3 for Breakfast?

Daylight saving time starts Sunday
Photo provided
KIWANIS DONATION...Jacquelyn Watson, left, president of
Kiwanis Club of Murray, presents a check to Jacob Demond and
Brandon Eldridge, Explorer Post members.

Sunday, April 6. at 2 a.m., daylight saving time will begin. Before going
to bed Saturday night be sure to set your clocks and watches one hour ahead
as we spring forward. Daylight saving time will continue until the last
Sunday in October when we will fall back one hour.

Kiwanis Club makes donation

'Country Breakfast' planned Saturday

The Explorer Post was presented
a donation by the Murray Kiwanis
Club at its recent meeting.
The post assisted the Kiwanis
Club recently at the Antique Tractor
Pull held at West Kentucky
Exposition Center.
Their associate advisor, Kendra
Smith, spoke to the club about the
La Enforcement Explorers Post.
She said "the explorers must be
14 years old or older and are eligible
for membership through their teen

years. The post presently has 10
Members. Girls as well as boys are
encouraged to participate in
Explorers. They learn from police
officers in the area about rescue procedures, CPR, and law enforcement.Explorers is a non-profit organization and raises money for their
activities by working at the events at
the Expo Center. Regional Special
Events Center. Relay for Life, and
other events in the area.

CCHS Speech Team places 8th
Coming off a 10th place finish
last year in the State Speech competition. the Calloway County High
School Speech Team was looking to
improve this year. according to Brad
Darnall, public relations/community
liaison for Calloway County
Schools.
The state tournament was held in
Bowling Green March 27 to 29.
When the final speech was
given, Calloway County had 11

competitors advance to the semifinals and two to the finals.
In the end, Addle Erwin placed
fifth in the state in humorous interpretation and Brent Burchett and
Addie Erwin place second in the
state in duo improvisation.
Plus, the 11 students in the semifinals are considered the top 18 in
the state. Overall, the CCHS Speech
Team finished in eighth place, two
places better than last year.

Birth
Adam Glisson and Chelsea Riley are the parents of a son, Brock
McKinnley Glisson, born on Frida‘. Feb. 28, 2003,at 11:37 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds nine ounces and measured 19 3/4 inches.
Grandparents are Charles and Angie Glisson of Murray and Jeff hnd
Christy Riley of Mayfield.
Great-grandparents are Joe Pat and Sue Thweatt of Almo and John and
Helen Riley of Mayfield.
Great-great-grandparents are Willard and Inez Thweatt of Almo.

For Dinner?

.Murraymenus.corn
Murray's only online menu source.
Over ,35,000 hits. and growing daily.
Thanks To All Our Visitors!
View oil these mews aflhII7e nght now!
Paghat's, The Big Appie, Los Portales. Martha's r.
The Bull Pen. Tom's Grine, Mr. Gafti's & Sinan Stockadel"-Service Provided byC Business Soiutrons Weticenter

Old School Wrestling Saturday
An Old School Wrestling Match will be Saturday, April 5, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Murray High School. Tickets are on sale for $5 at West View Nursing
Home. All proceeds will go to Relay for Life.

MHS Spring Sports Kickoff Sunday
Murray High School Spring Sports Kickoff will be Sunday, April 15., at 2
p.m. in the high school cafeteria. Baseball, softball, track, tennis and swim
team members will be introduced. Refreshments will be served. All parents,
students and supporters of MHS sports are encouraged to attend.

MHS Fastpitch Club will meet
Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet Sunday at 6 p.m. at MHS
directly following MHS Sports Kickoff.

Fish fry events planned at St. Leo
During the Lenten season, St. Leo Catholic Church will host a fish fry
each Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. in the Parish Center.

Special stress class is scheduled
A Reflexology Certification Class is scheduled for Saturday, May 17, in
the Ohio room of Murray State University Curtis Center. For information
call 753-8522.

CPR Recertrification will be offered

Brock McKinnley Glisson

For Lunch?

A "Country Breakfast- will be served at Bethel United Methodist Church
on Saturday. April 5. from 6:30 to 9:30 a.m. Sponsored by the United
Methodist Women,the breakfast will feature sausage, bacon, eggs, biscuits,
gravy, etc. A love offering will, be accepted.

Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will offer CPR
Recertification on Tuesday, April 8, from 6 to 10 p.m. at the Red Cross
office at 1003 Poplar St., Murray. The fee is $15 for the candidate with
materials and $30 if new materials are needed. Registration prior to the
class is required. For information call Holly Webb, executive director, at
753-1421.

Boy Scout Troop 77 needs items
Boy Scout Troop 77 will be accepting donations for a yard sale in May.
For information contact Belinda DeMond at 753-9445 and leave a message.
Drop off and pick up will be available.

411lIERS' PPS, AMA'XWATONS
FASHION JEWELRY • SOME STERLING SILVER

$3to $25
Stop By and See Us at BENTON TATER DAYS
Lovett Park Community Center
Sat., Sun. & Mon. April 5-7, 2003
Open Daily 'al 5 p.m.

/ FEED N,
THE NEED
First Sunday of
the Month
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AARP MEETING...Opal Oakley. seated right, spoke at the March
meeting of Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP. At let? is Dr
Sally Duford, chapter president.

Grandparents raising grandchildren
discussed by Oakley at AARP
Photo provided

ZETA MEETING...Sandy Forrest, left, spoke at a meeting of the
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. At right is Donna
Toler, Zeta member.

Forrest speaker at Zeta meeting

Mr. and Mrs. Brent Mason Allen

Sandy Forrest was the guest
speaker at the March meeting of the
Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held at the club
house.
Forrest, dressed in his Civil War
uniform, spoke about "The Civil
War in Calloway County." He
explained the different pans of his
uniform and the accessories that
went with the uniform.
Forrest explained that Calloway
County and the Jackson Purchase
were for the South during the Civil
War.
Donna Toler gave the thought for

Beverly Starks Turner and Brent Mason Allen were married Friday.
March 28, 2003, at the port of Miami. Fla., aboard the Majesty of the Seas
cruise ship.
Parents of the couple are J.B. Starks and the late Louise Bennett Starks.
and Susie F. Allen and the late Ruben Mason Allen.
Together they have three children, Chris Allen, Ashlee Turner and Austin
T er.
The bride is a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High School. She is
employed at The Murray Bank.
The groom is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School. He is the owner
of Brent Allen Septech/Seeptech.
After visiting Miami. Ha., and cruising the Bahamas and the CoCo Cay
Island, the couple is now residing in Murray.
A reception in their honor will he Saturday. April 12, 2003, from 4 to 6
p.m. in the fellowship hall of rirst Baptist Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

the day. Present were 20 members.
Hostesses were Anne Vinson.
Erma Tuck. Barbara Simons. Rose
Marie Bryan and Ella Mae
Quertermous.
The department will meet
Thursday. April 10. at 2 p.m. at the
club house. Rosanne Radke will
present a program on "Relay for
Life" and Edwina Garrison will give
the thought for the day.
Members are reminded to bring
two items for Need Line. Hostesses
will be Ann Doran, Teckla Farrell,
Mary Wells. Libby Hart and
Maurine Hopson.

Opal (Tootie) Oakley of the
Murray Family Youth Services
Center, was the guest speaker at the
March meeting of the Kentucky
Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP held
at Pagliai's Restaurant.
"Grandparents
Raising
Grandchildren" was the theme of
the program. Oakley has organized
a support group for Grandparents
Raising Grandchildren at the center.
Meetings with special speakers
were started about three years ago.
Oakley said "there are approximately six million grandparents
raising grandchildren in the United
States-; 69,5(X)in Kentucky; and 272
in Calloway County."
Special research for financial
help for the grandparents has been

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
7
,
44
. Cataract & Laser Surgeon
4.
vo.
MURRAY
MAYFIELD

County library sets new rules for unaccompanied drop-ins
I once received a lecture by a couple of
adults back in the early 70's about my behavior.
It was over a late night Halloween practical joke
involving fireworks and
pumpkins. I thought it was a
hoot. They (and their goats)
didn't.
We were down near the
place in the lecture when you
get told that you're going to
jail (or hell or Vietnam,
depending on who was lecturing) if you don't change
your ways. Well, one of 'em
Library
mentioned being a public
nuisance. The other one
News
By Ben Graves brought up Halloween of
Calloway County 1930 as an example.
It seems that someone ran
Public Library
a chain through an empty 55Director
gallon drum, hooked it to the
back bumper of the family Ford, and dragged
the thing up and down the gravel streets of
Bandana at one o'clock in the morning ("Loud

enough to wake the dead" was the phrase used.)
"Was it a modeI T?" I asked.
"No. daddy was driving a model A by that
time" said the one.
The other one pitched in with "Yeah and boy,
was he steamed when he saw What that chain
did to the bumper.
, The lecture kind of dried up after that. I did
some serious penance for the stunt, hut at least I
wasn't in danger of becoming the next Jesse
James.
I mention that because We've been having a
lot of young people drop by after school. We
want to provide them with a safe place to he
while they wait for mom,dad, or whoever to get
off work and come pick them up. The problem
is, the number of students has grown to the
place where we can't serve the other patrons for
tripping over the kids.
So many young'peoplein one smallish building means increased levels of noise which
means that we have to shush them more and
more often. And now and then, one the kids will

make a poor choice of how to respond to our
message. Usually it's a smart response to a staff
member. When that happens, they're asked to
leave the premises. They get one phone call and
then they get gone.
That's usually. Last week someone was overcome wittpique/stupidity and glued a bunch of
our books with the sticky traps we use to catch
spiders. Irivas about a hundred dollars worth of
damage in all.

660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
(270)753-6272

5160.
Webb said "I will be hiring some of my summer Learn-to-Swim instructors from this group.
the starting pay for WSIs is $6.25 per hour."
The Learn-to-Swim classes are one hour each
for six days. Monday through Saturday.
Sessions will be June 16-21. June 23-38. July
7-12 and July 14-19 Class times will be at 9:30

r
I Paducah
I SYMPHO
NMI

We'll survive (we've had worse happen); but
this means that our rules for the unaccompanied
young people are about to change. From now
on, they need to sit hack in the computer area
where we can help keep them safe from making
bad choices.
We know they're not criminals. Bad choices
in the young are nothing new (see the lecture
above.) But we do owe it to the rest of our other
patrons to provide everyone with a pleasant
place to be.
Thanks for your help and understanding.
We'll be looking for you

Tr

TANNING S25 for 300 Min.
414r4
Across from Sirloin
Stockade

(lotion included)

PERMS $40 & Up
HIGHLIGHTS $25 IL Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $S
WOMEN'S KWIKKUT $10

Gift
Certificates
A5ailable

MM

Southside Shopping Center • Murray

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
by Appointment*

Ktst le
tk‘ Kiwi

4.50%
2003)

=II

OM

MI5

Bring Me
Beethoven!

8 PM at Tilghman Auditorium in Paducah
SION

MI

ENO

NM

INN

11

MN

MI

=II

MIN
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CHEROKEE HILLS STEAK HOUSE
OPEN FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT 4P.M.
Featuring Cajun Cooking and Oyster Bar

a.m., 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m. and,8:15 p.m.
WSIs can teach either morning or night or
both, any or all of the sessions.
Persons interested in WSI training, call Webb
or Jan Basile, program coordinator, at the Red
Cross office at 1003 Poplar St., Murray. Space is
limited.

Constructive
Learning Center, Inc.
Now Openings For

Agee 6 weeks thru

Pre-K

270-759-3333

•Cajun Chargrilled Prime Rib
•New Orleans-Style Blackened Catfish
Served Over Cabbage, Red and Green
Peppers with a Sesame Vinaigrette
•Fresh Oysters on the Half-Shell
out our website at www.cherokeehills.corn

Banquet rooms available for groups of 20-150 any day
For more information call
270-436-5566 or 731-232-6006
_.
vz. Located at TN/KY State Line- From Paris Landing 5 Miles
on 119, From Murray 15 min South on 121
141.-

t

Thank

you Murray!

Hours: 5:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

All
White
Wicker
Seating and
Bedroom
Collections
Save

2030°/
to
0

This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3 00'. Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

On Every Piece!

Ad 099ANN006

NMI

April Specials

KIPS KREW

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

MEI

will- be open May .11for Mother's Day

*Open Late

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

=IN

SATURDAY, APRIL 5

510 Whitriell

Walk-ins Welcome
Call 753-1682

NINE

featuring the Symphony Chorus with the Orchestui
SEATS ARE SELLING FAST SO
CALL TODAY FOR TICKETS!(270)444-0065

Check

SPECIALS!

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
(270)251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

Water Safety Instructor Class will be conducted
Calloway County Chapter of the American
Red Cross will conduct a Water Safety Instructor
(WSI)class in the middle of May,sometime after
finals week is over, according to Holly Webb,
executive director of the chapter.
The class is tentatively planned May 14-18.
The class will be 30 to 36 hours, some classroom
and some pool instruction. The class cost will be

sought by Oakley through local and
state officials.
Dr. Sally DuFord, chapter fires'
dent, presided. Nancy Manning presented a report on the "AARP Rally
at the Capitol" in Frankfort on Feb.
19.
The chapter voted to make donations to the CASA (Court Appointed
Special
Advocate): Calloway
Chapter of the American Red Cros,.
Main Street Youth Center: Murray
Calloway County Senior Citiiens:
and WATCH.
The next meeting will he
Tuesday, April 23, at 11:30 a.m. at
Pagliai's with Holly Webb, execu
tive secretary of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross. as
speaker.

Plus...
Select Pillows
Now On Sale

Merl imports
UN1VERSLTY PLAZA
12058 CHESTNUT ST.• MURRAY,KY • 270-753-1851

Papasan
Chair
With
Cushion
Reg. 5135-S145

599
Footstool
With
Cushion
Reg

S44

EssentialDay Spa
has been named one of the
Fastest Growing Salons in the nation for
the second consecutive year by
Salon Today magazine.
1311 JOHNSON BLVD. • 767-0760
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Directory of Churches
111111111111111111111111111111L
ADVENTISTS
si I- \Ili 1)) ‘i)1L,\ I 1ST
Sabbath Sstiij
Worship

sat 10 15 a ni
Sat 900 a m

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11110 aiii
Morning Worship
is 110 p
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a in
Sunday School
II a ni &)ipni
Worship
Sp
Church Training
p Tn
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9 -45 a m
Sunday School
II 1141 ,a.„,
Morning SVrA ICA•
Is I 44)11111
Evening Stervita:s
DEXTER BAPTIST CHILTRCH
6 30 p TO
Wednesday Sun:
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 tnt
Worship Service
ti
pm
Sunday: Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Worship
10 .:51 .1 III & 410 p iii
9 00 a ni
Sunday St
5 00 p TO
Discipleship 'Framing
EMIWIANUE I. MISSIONARY
II 410 a ii
Morning Worship
6
pm
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11 00 alii
Morning Wor.ln p
04 rTi
Evening Wiirship
.
FIRST BAPTIST
9 4I& it 7,0 a
Sunda', School &
6p
Evening Worship
FLINT BAPTIST
111110 a III
Sunday School
11 00 nt
Moron: W., ;,
6 45 pin
t ;RI
1 . 11 HOPE MISSIONARY
9
a in
GRACE BAPTIST
9 :311 m
ha School
11145 a m & U p in
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 00 a to
Sunday School
ii III & 6.0t1 p iii
Morning Worship 11
7
p II
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
A. 9:15 & 10 :to •,
Worship
9 15 & 10 :10 a in
Sun Schools
pm
0
Evening Worship
7 p ii
Wed Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
16 .10 .1 m & U .01 p ni
Worship
9 .01 A
Sunday School
5 :ill p m
Church Training
7
m
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
1)4 44 I Iii
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 I/0 Am & U p 71
00
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11 Hiq„
Morning Worship
6
Evening Worship
lIlt
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10 00.a it
Sunday School
II aril & 6 16) p in
Preaching
7 00 p lii
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
I lo Ou a Ti)
11 a in & 6 p m
Morning Worship
7 00 iiii
Wednesday Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
204) p.m
1st Sunday
2 tal p m
:ird Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 a ,11
Morning Worship
61111 p m
Evciung Worship
MOUNT.BORER FREEWILL BAPTIST
9 :30 a 01
Sunday School
m
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
. II 011 A ni
00 p ill
EalalIng Worship
NORTHSIDE
10 im a 01
Morning Worship
(11111 p
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 „ iii
Su iiday. School
11 a itt & 6 p m
Worship
OAK GROVE
11 :1 111 & 7 p it
10 a m
Sunday School,
OWENS CHAPEI
Sunday School
Preaching
Prayer Service
Church
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POPLAR SPRING
10 a m
Sunday School
Worship 645 am & Ilam & 6 pm
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Wordnp
11 a in & 6 p.m.
7 00 p m.
Wednesday
SCOFFS GROVE
10 45 a.m
W'orship Sentry
945 a.m.
Sunday School
Evening Worship
600 p m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
7 00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting tor Spiritual
Sat 6 p.m 10
Astakening
SINKING SPRING
11 00 a m
Nlorning Worship
6 00 pm
"p
sail. 1H MARSHALL
10 a in.
Sunda\ Si ir .01
Ham,630pm
Worship
7 p nt.
Wednesciax
SPRING CREEK
9 00 a m
Sunday School
Wm ship Sirs icus
10 a m & 7 p in
6 p fll
lbscipleship •FrAlfilt1V,
ST.JOHN
II a in
Morning Win ship
Sunda School
9 :10 a m
SUGAR CREEK
solidi, Si 1114.:
10 a.m
11 a ni & lip m
7 p M.
WeiCiesd.i3
WEST FORK
11.00 a m
NI,rning Worship
Sunday Evening
6
p in
Wednesday Vyialing
7360 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9 30 a.rn
Sund:iy School
10:30 a m & 6 p m.
Wed nesdai
7 p.m.
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
sToi;n-, st ii
10 a in.
11 a m & 6 p.m.
Wedne.ila,
7 p.m

CATHOLIC
ST. 11ENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4,.30 pm
Saturday
Sunday
11:00 a m.
S'L LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Nta,,
Situ rii.iy
5.15 p.m
suna;,‘ M,i554,
8 a.m. & 11 a.in

2nd \\
Wis!

7 .111 p m
123 pot

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible SI-h iii
9 00 a m
9 511 a in
Morton!! Worship
6 00 p m
Evemng 'V r`h9)
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
SundaY School
9:30 a m
morning Worship
10:15 am
6
p in.
Evening Worship
7 00 p ns
Ved
St oils
DEXTER
9:t1) a m
Siindas Silit it
Worship
10 30 tint & 6)4(1 p.m
7 00 p in
Wednesdix
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10 00 a m
600 p m
Sunday Niirht
00 a ni
Morning Worship
7
Night
pm
GREEN PIAIN
Bible Study
10 00 a ni
10 45 a in
Nlorning Ser. iii
lit p Itt
Exciting W'orship
Wednesday Worship
Pm
HAZE! CHURCH OF( lilt(Si

"We have over :.30 years'experience
in design and craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your Icved ones

753-1 962

405 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY
270 753.5626
Member FDIC

LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

753-1489

Michelin - Toyo - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile

‘
l
* i\A jlIttgifi format Wm itabv1 - 9 ft
For All Speiarrraskrns
304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-1300•Toll Free 1-888-367-6757

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10.30 am.
Worship
1';11I1(1.1V School
900 a in.

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 am
Children's Sun School
11 a.m.
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11:00
Wednesday - }ionic Groups
600 p.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.in
Bible Study
1(414 in
Evening Worship
p in
Wed. Bible Study
7p
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a in
Evening Worship
6:00 p in
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 11.111
1000 a an. & 600 p.m
Worship

IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
Sun Celebration Services
10 a,m.
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Era Celebration Services
7 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
1000 a.m.
Sunday Evening
700 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
7 p.m
Wednesday

WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6011p.m:
hes os

Ie.. f /et,
. orstr-I-t•hes re I.

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

753-3540

East Main Street

WOODC&FTEIS
GALLERIES
759-4522

evisto Ii(I/.7ir

Iii i.s;

HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
1/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m
Worship
7:30 pm
Evening Service

with Church
Bulletin

115N11111"

INNATE
CLEAN Ills

605 Main St.,
Murray, KY
753-2552

800 Chestnut St.

753-8850

1000am
11 00 a m

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
11 00 m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 a m
Worship
Sunday School
11 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m.
Morning Worship
10 45 a m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
'Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100am
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11.00 a m
Morning Service

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m
Sunday School
10:45 a.m
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
630 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m & 5 p m

LUTHERAN
IMMAN1JEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m.

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10.00 a m.
Church
11:00 a.m & 6 00 p m.
700 p.m
Wednesday

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

CALVARY TEMPLE
10,30 a.m.
Sunday School
6:30 p.m.
Worship
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a m.
Ilam & 6pm
Worship

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a m
11:00 a m.
Morning Worship
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Worship
Sunday School

PROMISE OF HOPE CHURCH
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
630 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening

11:00a.m.
10:00 a.m.

FAITH TABERNACLE
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
10:30 a.m. & 6 p m
Praise and Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday Family Training

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
MOO a.m.: 6:00 p.m.

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
7:00 p.m
Saturday Evening
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
NEW CONCORD
10 a.m.
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship
Sun. 6 p.m. & Wed. 7 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
845 a.m. & 1100 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a in

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
1050 a.m. & 6 p.m
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

GOSHEN METHODIST
Morning Worship
9:00 a in
10 00 a m
Sunday School
Non-Traditional Praise & Worship 1100 a rn

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 p.m.
Worship Serv

-HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
Worship

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Worship
10 a.m. & 6 p.m

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
• 11:00 a.m

PRESBYTERIAN

KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a in
Sunday School
10:45 a in
Worship

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Church School
1045 a tn.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
1100 a.m.
Worship Service

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30a.m.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
•
1100 a.m.

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

MT. CARMEL
Worship
Sunday School

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

/)(S/t'

BRANDON in\[1-q-,0 WORLD Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

V
Hwy. 121 Bypass • Murray, KY
(270) 753-5315 •(800) 455-5315

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

High Quality Lubes & Fuel

For what is a man profited, if he shall
gain the whole world, and lose his
own soul?

"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years"
403 S. I..P. Miller•753-0212

Matthew 16:26

Belcher Oil Company,Inc.

516 S. 12th • 753-9131
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed Sunday

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY

fen3UrraCe0 1.3

1

'When }ou Need More Than Assisted Living'
1505 Stadium View Dr.• 753-7109

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
1393 State Route 45 North

Professional Care with a Personal Touch

MuRRAY & TIMES
LEDGER

208 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY •(270)759-9500 Phone

(270) 753-1916 • www.murrayledgencom

NISSAN OF MURRAY
Affiliate of Parker Ford
Lincoln Mercury

A

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10:30 a.m
Sundays
T:00 p.m
Wednesdays
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 1000 a.rn to 1 p.m
Worship 4th Sun. 1000 a.m. to 1 p in
Tuesday
6.30 pm
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
Shoney's Inn Convention Room
Sundays
10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m

ER DODGE EEP
R
1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
Email: 5startitcains.net

905 Glendale Road • Murray, KY 42071
12701 759-1555

MT. HEBRON
Worship
Sunday School

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship
10:30 a in
6.00 p m
Sunday Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening Worship 7.00 p m.

Cain's0

10% Discount

Murray
Appliance
753-1586

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament MeMitm
12 10 p m

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p in

701 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273

212 E. Main St.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1045 3.10
Evening Worship
6:00 p in

Hwy.641 North

Hotv Banking Should Be

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
W.•dmsdas•
7:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE
10.00 a in.
Morning Service
Evening Service
600 p

.1) a III
7110111,h::
61/0 p in
1:%cning Worship
7
it Week Worship
p iii
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
914(4 a in.
Sunda. Bible Class
Morning Worship
1() 00 a m
7
pm
Wednesday Night

Murray

MERCURY

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a in
Sunday School
10:50 a in.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7.00 p in
iSunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10,
.00 a in.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p in
.
NEW CONCORD
9:50 a.m & 6 p flI
Worship
Bible Classes
9 a in
Wednesday
7 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

Calloway Monument Co.

FORD

For we arefellow workers of God; you are
God's field, God's building.
I Corinthians 3:9

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CH FUSTIAN
Sunday School
9:00 a m.
Worship Servo.,
10:15 a.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:30 a.m.
Worship
fItlI sc10„,1
9 30 a in

1707 West Main

Murray

There is an interesting
experiment in which students
are divided randomly into
different groups corresponding to arbitrary levels
of scholastic ability.
Although the subjects'
actual abilities had nothing to
do with the groups to which
they were assigned, their
teachers tended to treat them
accordingly -for example,
not expecting the "low ability"
students to achieve while
expecting much more from the
"high ability" students.
Surprisingly, the students lived up
to their teachers' expectations,
achieving excellence if their teachers expected it and doing
poorly if they expected little. We do well to remember that
people in all areas of life tend to live up to our expectations of
them. When we tell people that we trust them and believe they
will perform a task admirably, they tend to do just that.
On the other hand, when we are mistrustful and expect little
of others, they likewise tend to fulfill our
expectations. Remember that the Lord has great expectations
for us. He expects us to live lives of holiness and humble
goodness. Aspire to be worthy of God's expectations.

(4 III

.til.ve-c•i es I

The 4)

Expect the Best

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9 30 a m
Bible School
Worship
1130 a in & 7 pm
Wed Bible Study
7pm
Friday Worship
7 p ni

DON'T FORGET
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Miring healthcam new placec.
1401 SOUTH 1616 STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42011 • 270-767-3660

FIRST SUNDA/

...4L,Fee the Need

p.
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Worship
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ServicesSpeakers&Specials
Assisting at the morning serv- dren's time. Valerie Clark and
Various churches have Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will
ice
will
be Bobby Martin, Matt Hale Linda Hutson, nursery workers,
m.
p
6
and
m.
a
10.45
the
at
speak
concerning
information
released
Danny Daryl Coles, Mitch Jackson, Darrel
Maxwell
Philip
their worship services for the com- worship services. Leland Peeler, and
and Clark and Jackie Butterworth, ushleader
worship
is
Claiborne
direct
will
director,
music
interim
ing weekend as follows.
ers. Sunday School will be at 9:45
Bible
director
youth
is
Bell
Jeremy
as
White
Oneida
with
music
the
Rev.
The
Immanuel Lutheran:
a.m
m
a
9
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will speak pianist and Dean Stephenson as classes will be at
Chapel
United
Martin's
Rev.
The
Christian:
of
First
minister
Up organist. Jason Carroll,
Jesus Offered
about
Michael
Rev.
The
Methodist.
will
minister,
Horner,
C.
William
serchildren's
the
give
will
youth,
John
Prayers" with scripture from
pastor, will speak at the 9
12:20-33 at the 10.30 a.m. Fifth mon. The choir will sing "I Know a speak at the 10:15 a.m worship Blake,
Sunday of Lent worship
Fifth
a.m.
direcchoir
is
Mark
Dycus
service.
morning
the
Sunday of Lent service. Holy Man Who Can" at
church will start
Children's
service.
Donnie
Angie
Thome,
with
tor
the
at
Then"
"Until
and
hour
Communion will be celebrated with
a.m. Ralph Robertson is
9:15
accomat
as
Hill
Judith
and
Hendrix
hour.
evening
Pastor's
elder
as
Bless
Fred
Ricky
with
director
Dwain panists. Sunday School will be at choir
be
will
Assisting
Radio Ministry on 1340 AM and
as
pianist.
Children's
Cunningham
College
Group,
Youth
;
m
a
9
week.
the
of
deacon
McClard,
Sunday School and Adult Bible
School will be at 9 10 a.m.
Class are at 9 a.m and a social Faye Tett and Jackie Wilson. van Group and Bible Study at home of Sunday
and College Age
Sunday
and
Choir
Children's
and
McKeel.
Dan
hour at 9-45 a.m. Wednesday drivers; Brice Ratterree, Prentice
a.m.
10
at
Class
Sunday.
on
all
p.m.,
5
at
Junior
and
Dick
Willie
Tucker.
evening Lenten service will be at
United
Shepherd
Good
Scotts Grove Baptist: Bro.
7:15 pm. with a soup supper at 6 Garrison, ushers. Carolyn Bell,
Michael
Rev
The
Methodist
10
45
the
at
will
speak
Taylor
Jackie and Brenda Wilson, Hoyt Dale
pm
will speak at the 11
Coldwater Church of Christ: and Frances Wyatt and Betty a.m.worship service and Shaun Blake, pastor,
in Lent worship
Fifth
Sunday
will
a.m.
students,
of
minister
Mayes,
Sunday
workers.
nursery
McPhail,
speak
will
Guill,
minister,
Richard
is choir
Tatlock
Diana
service.
servworship
p.m.
6
the
at
about -Eight Kinds of Sins" with School and new Singles Class will speak
and
Ginny
Su
with
Jessica
director
pasis
Denham
Rev.
John
ice.
The
and
Choir
Practice
a.m.,
scripture from / John 3:4-6 at the be at 9:30
s
accompanist
as
leader
Shropshire
is
music
Hoke
Tommy
tor.
and
p.m.,
5
at
Study
Bible
Youth
and
service
worship
10:15 a.m.
a.m.
10
will
be
at
School
Keeling
Sunday
and
Pat
Davis
Mary
with
about "Laborers In The Vineyard" Prayer meeting at 5:30 p.m.
St. John Baptist: The Rev.
Westside Baptist: The Rev. as accompanists
with scripture from Matthew 20:1Clark, pastor. will speak
Abraham
5
at
p.m.
meet
will
youth
The
speak
will
pastor,
Orr,
M
Glynn
service.
worship
16 at the 6 p.m.
a.m worship service
1045
the
at
of
Life
about "What Jesus Saw the Day Sunday. Tuesday Bread
Kevin Smith will be song leader.
will be at 9:30 a.m.
School
Sunday
The
6
at
p.m.
be
will.
Visitation
from
scripture
Oak Grove Baptist: Ryker He Died" with
Study will be at
Bible
Wednesday
9
to
from
6
open
be
will
church
10:30
the
at
27:27-37
Matthew
a.m.
11
Wilson will speak at the
p.m.
7
and
noon
for
and 6 p.m worship services. a.m. service and about "The p.m. for Prayer and Fasting
each
Calvary Temple: The Rev. J.H.
Awakening
Jimmy Key is song leader with Evidence for the Bible Being the Spiritual
pastor, will speak at the
Lipford,
go"
and
"come
a
is
This
//
Saturday.
from
scripture
with
God"
Word
of
Cindy Jackson as accompanist.
10 30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m worship
is
and
time
prayer
worunstructured
p.m.
6
the
at
3:14-17
Timothy
a.m.
10
at
be
will
School
Sunday
services on Sunday and the Bible
Glendale Road Church of ship service. Tommy Scott is min- open to the community.
Study at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Ray,
Dr.
Wendell
Baptist:
First
sing
will
choir
The
Christ: John Dale, pulpit minister, ister of music.
Kirksey Baptist: The Rev.
"Both
about
speak
will
pastor,
morning
the
at
Cross"
"Wondrous
Had
"The
People
will speak about
Darnell, pastor, will speak at
for
Dusty
Die
We
Cross:
A Mind to Work" with scripture from hour. Special music will be at the Sides of the
and 6.45 p.m. worship
11
a.m.
a.m.
10:50
and
9:30
the
Him"
at
Nehemiah 4:1-6; 6:1-3 at the 9 evening hour.
W.A. Erwin IS music
Terry
services.
Rev.
The
services.
worship
Kindergarten
for
Worship
Kid's
a.m. worship service, and about t
Gela Edwards and
with
will
director
"Remember Me, 0 My God, For through third grade will be at 10:30 Garvin, associate pastor,
as accompanists.
Cossey
Cindy
service.
worship
p.m
6
at
scripture from a.m. in room 25. Eric Miracle is speak
Good!" with
will be at 10 a.m.
School
Sunday
the
children's
give
will
Pope
Bonita
Whitt
Lisa
and
Nehemiah 13:29-30 at the 6 p.m. minister of students
Training at 5:45
Discipleship
and
morning
services.
the
at
Assisting
sermon
children.
of
is
minister
will
Sykes
worship service. Jerald
service is at 7
Wednesday
of music p.m.
direct the song services. A short will be Mark Morgan and Shawn Mike Crook is minister
p.m
Lisa
and
Wilkins
worship service is at 5 a.m. and Harper. Sunday School will be at with Margaret
Bethany Baptist: The, Rev
Ray as accompanists. Dr. Jon
930 a.m.
Bible classes are at 10 a.m.
Cunningham, pastor, will
of
David
"Pleasures
sing
will
Gustafson
Grove
Pleasant
North
Also assisting will be Ray
the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
at
speak
Karraker, Jimmy Ragsdale. Randy Cumberland Presbyterian: The the King" at the morning services.
James Walker is
services.
worship
and
solo
a
sing
will
Brown
Hutchens, Chad Lawson, Ryan Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor, will Amy
Judy Todd and
with
leader
song
the
give
will
Parker
Martha
Feast"
The
to
Kelly. Denny Jones and Barry speak about "Come
as accompanists.
Buchanan
Jane
evening
the
at
Moment
Missionary
22:1Matthew
from
scripture
with
Garry
Howell Other ministers are
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Evans, Involvement, Alan Martin, 14 at the 11 a.m worship service. service.
St. Leo Catholic: Fr. Ray
Roberts,
Mark
be
will
Assisting
outreach, and Nick Hutchens, Holy Communion will be observed.
pastor, will preside over
Goetz,
and
Austin
Faye
Churchill,
Ron
in
be
will
Thompson
Montane
youth. The morning service can be
at 5:15 p.m. Saturday and
masses
sesheard on WRKY Radio and the charge of children's church. The Charles Tuft. Sunday School
11 a.m. on Sunday.
and
8
at
10:50
and
a.m.
9:30
at
are
choir will sing "Without Him" and sions
evening on WNBS Radio.
of Religion will be
School
Parish
preof
minister
is
Kelly
Joetta
a.m.
Nell
Margaret
All."
of
Goshen United Methodist: "Jesus is Lord
to 10:30 a.m.
9:15
from
held
Smith,
The Rev Kendrick Lewis. pastor, Boyd and Dean Cochran are school and children, Boyd
Sunday
minister,
activities
and
will speak about "A Life Above All music directors. Sunday School students
Hazel Baptist: The Rev. Tim
invites university students to
Others" with scripture from John will be at 10 a.m.
First United Methodist: The attend the contemporary praise Cole. pastor, will speak at 10:30
12:20-33 at the 9 a.m. worship
8 p.m. with a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship servicservice. Pastor's assistant will be Rev. Larry Daniel, pastor. will and worship service at
p.m in the es. Mark Paschall will direct the
7:40
at
served
meal
a
Steve Sexton. Children's church speak about "What Is Greatness'?"
music with Kevin Crawford as
hall.
fellowship
at
9:33-37
from
Mark
scripture
with
will be directed by Patricia Lovett.
director. Gwyn Key and
choir
Dennis
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Renee Taylor will direct the music 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship servicLamb are accompanists.
Rhonda
about
speak
will
pastor.
Norvell
with Renee Doyle and Pat Brunn es. Dr. Pamela Wurgler will direct
will be at 9:30 a.m.
School
with
Sunday
Journey"
the
for
"Strength
as
Bowker
Joan
with
music
the
as accompanists.
at 530 p.m.
Training
Church
and
at
Sunday School with Tom organist. Special music at the first scripture from Romans 15:22-33
The
Baptist:
Grove
Locust
servworship
a.m.
11
and
845
Villaflor as superintendent will fol- service will be a solo. "Patiently the
speak
will
pastor.
Elliott,
Jeff
Rev.
and
Ahead
"Go
about
and
ices,
TateMaggie
by
low at 10 a.m. The non-traditional Have I Waited"
from / at 11 a.m. and 6 p m. worship servpraise and worship service will be Maicher. The chancel choir will Ask" with scripture
6 p.m. ices. Sunday School will be at10
the
at
4:9-10
Chronicles
at 11 a.m. with Ronnie Hutson as sing "What Wondrous Love is
the a.m.
will
lead
Futrell
Marty
ice.
serv
Holy
service."
later
speaker. Music will be led by April This?"at the
lo.30
St. John's Episcopal Church:
Susan
services.
worship
celebrated.
be
will
Communion
The
Eldridge.
Arnold and Allison
at
be
will
worship
Morning
Anita
Brandon,
Hazel
United Methodist Women will meet Acolytes will be Nolan Jackson Reynolds,
Bradley and Carol Kelly will be a.m. with Sunday School for chiland Will Doran.
Wednesday at 7 p m.
at 9 a.m.
Church School will be at 9:50 accompanists. Sunday School for dren, youth and adults
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr Todd
Rev. Joe
The
Baptist:
Hilltop
a.m
10
at
Buck, pastor, will speak at the 10 a.m.; previous week's worship all ages will be
speak
will
pastor,
Winchester,
Pat
United
Grove
Pleasant
South
Cable
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. service televised on Charter
6 p.m worship
and
a.m.
11
the
at
Alford.
Scott
Rev.
The
Methodist:
teldelayed
a.m.:
11
at
19
Ray Hays, choir director, will lead channel
the 1045 services and Wednesday 7 p.m.
the music with Emma Dean evised worship service on Murray pastor, will speak at
will service. Sunday School will be at
Assisting
service.
worship
a.m.
Clayton as pianist and Glenda City Electric Cable channel 19 at
Jackson.
Donna
and
Ronnie
be
Choir
Club
PARTY.
p.m.;
Rowlett as organist. Special music 1230
Rev. Alford, chil- •See Page 12
will be by Paige and Alex Selby at at 430 p.m.; PARTY. Club from greeters; The
the morning hour. and by Ray and 4;30 to 6.30 p.m.; Junior High
UMYF at 5 p.m. and Senior High
Kay Hays at the evening hour.
Sunday School will be at 9 a.m. UMYF at 6:45 p.m, with All youth
and Discipleship Training will be at dinner at 6:15 p.m.; Disciple IV
p.m.;
6
at
Study
5 p.m. The Adult Choir will prac- Bible
tice after the evening service. For Confirmation Class at 6:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist: The Rev.
information call 753-7321, 753"Your Authorized GE Shozvease Dealer"
Simmons, pastor, will speak at
Jim
6341 or 436-2204.
Emmanuel Baptist: The Rev. the 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
We Service All Major Appliances
Dr. Paul McWherter, pastor, will services. His morning topic will be
to
Nothing
with,
Live
to
"Everything
speak about "The Devil Doesn't
Care" with scripture from John Live For" with scripture from Mark
10:10 and Peter 5:7-8 at 11 a.m. 1:16-20. Paul Adams is minister of
11 1 East slain St.• Nlurray, KY'
worship service and about "The music with Kathy Thweatt and
.
accompanists
as
Williams
Misty
with
Destruction"
Devil's Desire is
scripture from John 10:10 at the 6 The Younger Children's Choir and
p.m. worship service. Sunday Older children's Choir will sing "Let
Us Break Bread Together" and the
School will be at 10 a.m.
TIIEliE• NOTHING
choir will sing "Think
sanctuary
Rev.
The
:
Presbyterian
First
of
Love
Ann Marie Montgomery. co-pastor, About His Love with The
will speak about "Covenant: God" at the morning hour.
Assisting will be David Ramey
Written On Our Hearts" with scripkW( "IAXES.
ture from Psalm 511-12 and and Wayne Cathey. Sunday
Jeremiah 31:31-34 at the 10:45 School will be at 9:40 a.m.
HERE T()
West Fork Baptist: The Rev.
HOWE\ Eli. DECIDING
a.m. worship service. Margaret
Boone is choir director with Lee H.D. Hudson will speak at tradiKern as organist. The choir will tional services at 11 a.m. and 6
sing "And All The World Was p.m. Henry Nance is minister of
Silent" with Sarah Simmons as music with Cyndy Satterwhite and
Janet Arnold as accompanists.
oboe soloist
School will be at 10 a.m.
Sunday
for
Belote
Assisting will be Jack
University Church of Christ:
Minute for Mission. Also assisting
will be Andy Latimer, Granger Charley Bazzell, minister, will
2
'
II 51.1' PRICE
Odum and Melanie Rodgers for speak about "What Kind of Friend
I bur- IF
offertory and Darlene Kipphut and Does God Want Me To Be'?" with
Ron and Bev Reuter, ushers. scripture from Acts 4:36-37 at the
Our Catfish ramesfrom
Sunday School will be at 9:30 10 a.m. worship service. Richard
mhure
Ire(' lq
Purchase
a.m.. Task Force meeting and Youngblood, minister. will speak
greacu
with
Coffee at noon, Korean Worship at about "Prayer Evangelism"
SEAFOOD
scripture from Colossians 4:2-6 at
4 p.m. and Bible Study at 8 p.m.
weleeioce alicietue.
*cut Te
Grace Baptist: The --Vey the 6 p.m worship service.
Is 42071 • 270-753-9383
‘Iiirra,
•
St.
701) N. 12th
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InOurChurches
Trice named for award
at St. John Baptist Church

Trice

St. John Missionary Baptist Church ha, let.ogillic,1
Kenneth Trice as the outstanding your of the month for
March.
Trice. a seventh grader, is the son of Gwen Trice and
Kenneth Trice. He enjoys playing the drums and also plays
basketball for the middle school.
He has been involved in several areas of St. John
church including as an usher. usher board office, regular
student in Sunday School, and youth ministry.
The youth ministry is open to all of the youth in the
community, a church leader said.

Pre-Easter revival will
be at Russell Chapel

Russell Chapel United Methodist Church v, have a pre-Easter revival
starting Sunday. April 6. and continue through Tuesday. April 8. The services will start at 7 p.m. with a different speaker each night.
Eugene Kirk will sing at the Sunday night service. Others will he singing
at each service. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. Sunday. The public is invited to attend the services.

Church of The Living God
revival will open tonight
A Kentucky statewide revival will begin tonight (Friday) at 7 p.m. at
Church of The Living God, 502 North L.P. Miller St., Murray. Dr. NA.
Manning. chief apostle/overseer, will be in charge of the service.
The revival will be conducted by Kentucky District Elder R.A
Thompson III of Indianapolis, Ind.
Services will he tonight, Saturday and Sunday at 6 p.m. The theme will
he "Is There Anything Too Hard for God? with scriptures from Proverbs
18:21, 11 Corinthians 3:3-5, Isaiah 65:23-24, Numbers 10:32-33 and
Ezekiel 37.
The church members invite the public to attend.

New director hired for New Pathways
Tracey Wyatt, Ph.D, was hired as
the new Executive Director and
interim Treatment Director for New
Pathways For Children.
Wyatt has been
of
resident
a
Marion, Ill, for
nearly 22 years
having left San
Diego, Ca. in
1978 to attend
Freed- H arde man
He
University.
graduated in 1981
with a B.A. in
Wyatt
and
ministry
began his preaching career at the
Marion Church of Christ. In 1989
Tracey received his Masters from
Harding Graduate school in
Memphis. Tenn. and earned a Ph.D.
in 1996 from the department of
Educational Psychology at Southern
Illinois University in Carbondale.
In addition to his pulpit experience he has worked for several
regional private and community
mental health agencies, owned his
own private counseling practice for
over 6 years and recently served
over 3 years in Western Kentucky as
the Ballard/Carlisle county administrator of mental health services for
Four Rivers Behavioral Health. He
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•CLOSETMAID. OF MURRAY

Let
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region with
Wire & Laminate
Shelving &
Storage Systems
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is a Licensed Professional Clinical
Counselor(LPCC) in Kentucky and
a Licensed Clinical Professional
Counselor(LCPC)in Illinois.
New Pathways For Children is a
private, non-profit agency, providing care and treatment to children in
a Christian and professional manner
They are licensed by the Cabinet for
Families and Children to operate an
eight-bed girl's residence and treatment center in Reidland and an
eight-bed boy's residence and treatment center in northern Graves
County, near Melber.
In 1990, a house was leased from
the Reidland Church of Christ to
serve at the first girls' residence. In
1994, the first boys' residence was
completed on the Gardner Campus
In 1998 The Patterson Children's
Service Building was constructed. It
is dedicated to the memory of the
late George and Mamie Patterson of
Murray.
Wyatt is married to the former
Marla Mathis of Vienna whose
grandfather. Wiley F. Mathis, was a
circuit preacher for the Church of
Christ in western Kentucky and
southern Illinois during the early
and mid part of the last century. He
and Marla have three children.
Jesse, Lauren and Cody.

•Free Estimate
'Free Design
•Lifetime Warranty

11)11NER
.49

9688
753www.closetmaid.com
4831 Poor Farm Rd.
"lesus Owns It All"

Locally Owned To
Better Serve You.
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Cronin could be Racers' next coach
By SCOTT NANNEY
Cronin delayed his trip to New Orleans
Sports Editor
for the Final Four but stopped short of
Mick Cumin may be close to becom- confirming that he was about to comIn, moll:IV State's next men's head bas- plete a deal with MSU. The Courierketball coach.
Journal also reported that Cronin spent
The University of much of Tuesday in Murray interviewing
lAmisville associate head for the job and was impressed with the
coach, who just com- school's facilities.
pleted his second seaLong rumored as the top candidate for
.on with the Cardinals, the Racer post, Cronin is one of at least
reportedly visited the three candidates who were interviewed
NISI campus earlier this by Murray officials earlier this week in
week and is believed to Nashville. according to one source.
MS11 athletics director E.W. Dennison
he in negotiations with
the school.
said this morning that school officials
According to an ant- were working diligently to get a new
;
Courier-Journal. coach in place. Because of legal issues.

Dennison could not confirm that the school nati, Cronin served as the junior varsity
was specifically targeting Cronin, but did head coach at Cincinnati's Woodward High
admit that he was a candidate.
School. He began his duties on the Bearcats'
"Mick Cronin is definitely a candi- staff as the video coordinator for the
date." he said, "but we haven't finalized 1996-97 season and was promoted to an
anything yet. There a lot of candidates assistant's position the next year.
still in the mix. We're still working with
For the past two seasons, Cronin has
several of them."
helped Pitino resurrect a tradition-rich
Cronin, 32, joined Rick Pitino's staff Louisville program that was in decline
at Louisville'in the spring of 2001 after before former coach Denny Crum retired
spending five seasons as an assistant to following a 12-19 finish in 2000-01.
Bob Huggins at Cincinnati. Long considThe Cardinals' 2002-03 season ended
ered one of the nation's best recruiters, at 21-9 after last week's loss to Butler
Cronin helped the Bearcats land two top in the second round of the NCAA Tourfive recruiting classes between 1997 and nament — UolL's first appearance in the
2001.
"Big Dance" since 2000.
Before securing a position at CincinMurray officials wanted to wrap up

Collison, Hinrich
Together for last
try at national title
NEW ORLEANS(Al') Sometime.. then names blend into one
word
"Nickandkirk" ---- as
though each were somehow half
of a whole plavei.
Someime will ask Kansas coach
Roy Williams about Nickandkirk's
senim leadership. tor example, or
query an opposing coach about
the diallenge of stopping Nickandkirk.
l'Olst aid Nick t 'othson and guard
Isak 11mm:h. a pair of coaches'
sons twin Iowa. are one of the
o
dsels
linked duos in the
lay hawks. long history.
Its largely because of them that
Kansas is making hack-to-back.
Final Fout appearances for the
lust time since 1952-53.
Not even Marquette coach Tom
t 'Teat). whose team meets Kansas
in the semifinals Saturday. could
mention one without the other
-When you sit down and really. watch if 'ollison ), to coach against
him, it's amazing the versatility
be has.'-' Crean said ''tic's going
to he an excellent poi
as 1
think Minch will, too."
The link between the two.
Williams said, has less to do with
then history than with their
approach to the game.
"That is the common thread --how connytitise they are and how
much they wanted their team to
do w el I."
that approach
to keep playing hard even- when things aren't
going %% ell - has served the .1it
\kcIl in the \AA
C
Ittut-

nanient.
Since Hinrich scored 24 points
and Collison had 22 in a 108-76
rout of Arizona State in the second round. Kansas hasn't had a
game in which both have finished
in double figures.
Still. Kansas has made it because
of both of them.
Hinrich scored only two points
in a victory over Duke last Thurs.
:
day, but it was no cause for panic.
Collison had his best game ever,
with 33 points and 19 rebounds.
Two nights later. Hinrich
rebounded for 28 points in the
regional final against Arizona. Collison, meanwhile, scored only eight.
"Nobody in our locker room
enjoyed winning more than Kirk
did on Thursday night." Williams
said. "Nobody iii our locker room
enjoyed winning on Saturday more
than Nick -Collison did."
The two also pride themselves
on the toughness that has kept
Collison from- missing even - one
game in four years and wouldn't
let Hinrich give up when Kansas
-- which began the season at No.
2 - started 3-3 for the first time
since 1979 and dropped all the
wav to No. 20.
"When you start off like that.
when people are writing you off,
it just gives you extra motivation," said Ilinrich — who has
missed only one game himself,
when a had back kept him from
play ing against Division II CenState in December.

their coaching search before this weekend's Final Four in New Orleans. The
NCAA's headline event has traditionally
been a job market for prospective coaches.
With several jobs already open and
more possibly on the way. Dennison said
the school would like to move quickly
in securing its next coach.
Other candidates widely rumored for
the MSU post are Florida assistant coach
Donnie Jones and Middle Tennessee State
aid Donnie Tyndall. Kentucky Wesleyan
head coach Ray Harper was also reportedly interested in the job.

Errors plague
Tigers in loss to
Henry County
Staff Report
gles from Blake Rayburn in the
Murray Ledger & Times
second and Ed Baust in the third.
MILAN, Tenn. — Six Murray
But three defensive miscues,
High errors ruined a 10-hit attack back-to-back singles and a double
and a fine pitching performance keyed the Henry rally, and the
from Blake Hoover as the Tigers Patriots added a run in the sixth
lost to Henry County (Tenn.) 7-5 on two errors, a sacrifice bunt and
Thursday in the a sacrifice fly.
Murray answered in the botMilan Physical
Therapy Base- tom of the sixth ss Todd Broker
- reached second base on a two-out
ball Classic.
Hoover scat- single and a wild pitch before
tered two earned coming home on Hoover's single.
However, Henry County padded
runs on five hits
and two walks its lead to 7-3 in the seventh with
over six innings while striking out two runs on three hits off MHS
five Patriots, but Henry County reliever Brandon Thurmond (0-1).
(12-6) was able to plate---three
The Tigers cut the deficit in
unearned runs against the MHS half during their last at-bat as Tim
starter.
Masthay was hit by a pitch and
Henry erased a 2-0 deficit with Austin Swain singled to set up
four runs off three errors in the Nathan Williams' RBI single and
fourth inning.
Dylan Volp's sacrifice fly.
"We just didn't play very well
Murray will continue pool play
defensively," said Murray head in the eight-team tournament today
coach Cary Miller, whose team at 3:30 p.m. versus Martin (Tenn.)
fell to 1-1. "We booted the ball Westview before facing McKenaround, and that allowed (Henry) zie (Tenn.) at 8 p.m.
to get some runs in that they
The winners of each pool will
shouldn't have."
meet in Saturday's championship
As Hoover held the Patriots game at 1:30 p.m. after the pool
scoreless over the first three frames. runners-up face in the II a.m.
the Tigers went ahead on RBI sin- consolation game.
MARK J TERRILUAP
ONE MORE SHOT ... Kansas' Nick Collison (4) drives to
the basket against Arizona's Jason Gardner and Andre Iguodala during the first half of their NCAA West Regional final
game last Saturday. Collison and temmate Kirk Hinrich are
back in the Final Four for one last try at a national title.

Lakers fall to Graves County 6-5
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Kv. - Four costIs
s helped Graves County
4‘utlast
iw ay 'ounty 6-5 in First
Region baseball
action Thursday.
'The Fakers
( 1-2) outhit the
host Eagles (201- 7-5 as (VHS
Pitcher Michael
Birdsong r I -01 struck out five
Graves batters and walked three
in six innings of work.
lit‘‘ll'‘er. Birdsong's throwing
en or in the second inning led to
two inns and a inistudged flv hall

in right field brought in two more
as the home team managed just
one earned run against Calloway's
sophomore hurler.
"We did a good job defensively, hut we threw the ball around
and Graves did a better job of
taking advantage of their opportunities." said Laker head coach
Steve Smith. "Birdsong pitched a
great game. but we didn't make
the plays we're capable of making."
-Calloway struck first as David
Free led off the game with a double and Taylor Thieke singled him
in.
Rut a walk and a sacrifice bunt

caused the Lakers problems in the
second as Birdsong fielded the
bunt but overthrew his first baseman. moving the runners to second and third.
The Eagles followed with a
two-run single and extended their
lead to 3-1 with a run on two
hits in the fourth.
CCHS jumped back in front in
the fifth, scoring three runs without a hit as Tyler Boggess, Greg
Ryan and Austin McCuiston all
drew walks to load the bases.
Pinch-runner Bryan Craig then
scored on a passed ball before
courtesy runner Brandon Elkins
crossed the plate on a double steal.

Wes Claiborne's squeeze bunt then
brought in McCuiston.
But Graves fired back with three
runs on a double, a walk and two
errors in the bottom of the fifth.
McCuiston's RBI single that
scored Thieke cut the gap to 6-5
in the sixth, and the Lakers would
threaten in the seventh.
But with runners at second and
third with two outs, Logan
Schwettman's line drive was caught
by Graves' first baseman to end
the rally and the game.
Calloway will return home Saturday to host Paducah Tilghman
at 1 p.m.

Doherty: UNC worried players would leave
By The Associated Press
Matt Dohert) said North Carolina athletit:
depaitment officials never met with him to
discuss problems with his coaching style before
Doherty was asked- to resign as the school's
basketball coach.
.Nthletic director) Dick Baddour is a good
person I like Dick Baddour. I think it's just
more the handling, the process that I'm disappointed in quite frankly." Doherty said Thursday in an interview with ESPN. his first since
resigning two days before. "I didn't feel like
all the options were exhausted."
Neither Baddour nor his assistants attended any UN(' practices during the seasoP
Dotiert.% said, and they did not meet with an
assistant coaches.
A school spokesman denied Doherty's claim.
He said /3addour did attend several practices.
and had considered interviewing the assistant
coaches, but decided that doing so may lead
coitte.-to question their loyalty to Doherty. "That's what the whole last year was about,
us working together to get these issues settled that came up in the second year," UN('
spokesman Steve Kirschner said, referring to

TOUGH SITUATION . . Former North
Carolina head coach Matt Doherty said
Thursday that school officials were afraid
several players would transfer if he
remained head coach of the Tar Heels.

players' complaints about Doherty's intense
demeanor.
Doherty said he was told Saturday that he
would have to resign or be fired by early this
week.
"I was blown away," he said. "That was
one of the lowest moments of my professional
life to have that presented to me."
The possibility that players would leave if
he remained played a major factor, Doherty
said.
"The main concerns were that if I stayed
players would transfer, that if I stayed they
felt that players might turn pro before they
would be ready to go. Like that's not an issue
throughout the country anyway." Doherty said.
"Kids go pro before they're ready all the
time."
Doherty said he didn't know of any. pla377-ers who planned to leave if he had remained.
Kirschner said the possibility of players
transferring played a role in Doherty'.s departure, but wasn't the main reason the coach
lost his job.
Doherty said he will continue to root for
North Carolina.

ED BETZ/AP
WE DID IT! ... St. John's Anthony Glover gives .Marcus Hatten a pat on the head after St. John's defeated Georgetown 70-67 to win the NIT tournament at
New York's Madison Square Garden on Thursday night.

Red Storm win NIT
NEW YORK (AP) — Even
On March 2, St. John's was
at the lowest point this season, 12-12. A. 72-71 win over Duke
Marcus Hatten had faith that changed everything. The Red
St. John's would finish with a Storm (21-13) finished the seaflourish.
son with wins in nine of their
He was exactly right.
last 10 games, including rallies
The Red Storm turned a in the NIT semifinals and final.
mediocre season into a splenAll their games in the NIT
did one Thursday night, beat- were in New York, and boising Georgetown 70-67 for their terous fans stormed the court
record sixth National Invitation after the victory. •
Tournament title.
"This team did something
Hatten was the tournament's very special," coach Mike Jarvis
MVP — and he won the first said. "I have never been proudchampionship of his career.
er of a group of kids than this
"I'm thankful to my team- one."
mates," Hatten said. "This team
.St. John's won its first NIT
never gave up on me. These title since 1989 and has the
guys wanted me to be a cham- most victories in the tournapion."
ment's history (45).
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Cards
sweep
Brewers

BEN mAii(,GT AP
HOOFIN' IT ... Oakland's Jermaine Dye (24) scores beneath the tag of Seattle catcher Ben
Davis in the fourth inning Thursday in Oakland. Calif. Dye scored on a single hit by teammate Erubiel Durazo. but the Mariners beat the As 7-6 in 11 innings.
1

Seattle gets first win
By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
Bob Melvin's first win as a
manager sure didn't come easily.
Seattle blew two late leads
before Ben Davis led off the
11th inning with a homer and
the visiting Mariners held off the
Oakland Athletics 7-6 Thursday.
"They made me work for that
first one," said Melvin, who took
over for Lou Piniella after last
season. "By the (11th) inning, I
was peeking around the door of
the dugout bathroom. I asked
(pitching coach) Bryan Price:
'Does it have to be this hard?'

I don't know how many of those
games you can survive in a season."
Seattle led 4-3 in the ninth.
but Scott Hatteberg tied it with
an RBI single off closer Kazuhiro Sasaki.
After Mike Cameron drove
home
pinch-runner
Mark
McLemore with a sacrifice fly
off Keith Foulke in the 10th,
Terrence Long hit a one-out homer
to right off Jeff Nelson (1-0) to
tie it again.
Davis' first hit of the season
was a homer to left-center off
Ricardo Itincon (0-11, and the

catcher nearly sprinted around the
bases.
McLemore added a run-scoring double in the 11th. and it
turned out to be necessary.
Oakland loaded the bases with
a single, an error and an intentional walk. Nelson allowed a
sacrifice fly to Jermaine Dye
before striking out Adam Piatt with
runners on second and third to
end it.
In other AL games, it was
Boston 14, Tampa Bay 5; Kansas
City 12, Chicago 6; Minnesota
3, Detroit 0; and Cleveland 3,
Baltimore 0.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Garrett
Stephenson feels good, and it
showed.
The former I6-game winner,
sidelined by injuries the past two
seasons, allowed one run in 6
1-3 innings as the St. Louis Cardinals completed an opening
three-game sweep of Milwaukee
by beating the Brewers 6-4 Thursday.
"I'm totally healthy and I just
need to make quality pitches,
which is what 1 did today,"
Stephenson said. "Physically, I
feel pretty good. I've got a lot
of energy."
Albert Pujols had three RBIs
for the NL Central champions,
who swept their opening series
for the second time in four seasons. St. Louis has swept the
Brewers, a franchise-worst 56106 last year, three times since
the start of 2002.
Scott Rolen had a two-run
single, and Pujols and Edgar
Renteria homered for the Cardinals, who outscored Milwaukee
24-13 in the series. St. •Louis
,begins a three-game series on
Friday against the Astros.
"We get the chance to enjoy
it until tomorrow," Rolen said.
"Then we have to go out and
try to do it again. We have
Houston coming in, and that's a
great ballclub, and everybody sees
them as a contender."

Puckett %,emsu Tennis
innocent

TOP GUN ... Brock Simmons (left) of the Murray-Calloway Racers was the top scorer among fourth-graders
at the 2003 Lone Oak Shootout youth basketball tournament March 21-23 at Lone Oak High School in Paducah. Simmons was also named to the fourth-grade alltournament team. Presenting Simmons with his top scorrer trophy is Paul Ludovissie, Cracker Barrel general
manager for District 12.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Kirby
Puckett was cleared of all charges
that he sexually attacked a woman,
with a juror saying the former
baseball star's celebrity status wasn't a factor.
"We never brought it up," juror
Christine Leventhal told the Star
Tribune on Thursday. "He was
just a man to us. There just wasn't enough evidence to convict."
The jury of six men and six
women deliberated nearly 12 hours
over two days. Puckett sat still
as the verdicts were read, then
hugged his lawyers.
The 43-year-old Puckett, who
played his entire career for the
Minnesota Twins, was accused of
dragging a woman into the men's
room of a restaurant, forcing her
into a stall and grabbing her breast
hard enough to leave a bruise.
He was charged with false
imprisonment, fifth-degree criminal sexual conduct, and fifth-degree
assault. Prosecutors had said they
wouldn't seek more than a year's
jail sentence if Puckett were convicted.
"I'm glad it's all over," Puckett said.

QUALITY PRE-OWNED VEHICLES
2002 Ford Mustang Convertible
2002 Ford Thunderbird
2002 KIA Optima
2002 Toyota Corolla
2002 Chevrolet Trailblazer
2001 Ford Ranger Edge
2001 Ford Explorer
2001 Ford Taurus Wagon
2001 Toyota 4-Runner
2001 Toyota Tundra

STK. 14
P057
P085
PR046
P081
P020A
3142A
P094
P095
3057A
2031A

STK. #
2001 Dodge D-1500
P087
2001 Dodge D-1500
3083A
2000 Ford Mustang
3118A
2000 Ford Ranger Super Cab 4x4 P093
2000 Dodge Dakota
P096
1999 Ford F-150 4x4
PRO35A
1999 Honda Accord
P077
1998 Ford Mustang
3071A
1994 Chevrolet Corsica
PRO41A
1988 Nissan King Cab 4x4
3027AA

* NISSAN CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED *
72 MONTH/100,000-MILE LIMITED WARRANTY
2002 Maxima
2002 Sentra
2002 Sentra
2002 Sentra
2002 Altima
2001 Xterra
2001 Xterra
2001 Xterra
2001 Altima
2000 Pathfinder
2000 Pathfinder
2000 Xterra
2000 Frontier Crew Cab

STK. #
PRO61
PRO60
PRO39A
PR073
PR067
PRO51
P090
PR053
3027A
PR068
PR074
PR077
P083

2000 Frontier Crew Cab
2000 Frontier King Cab
2000 Frontier King Cab
2000 Quest
2000 Maxima
2000 Maxima
2000 Altima
2000 Altima
2000 Altima
2000 Altima
1999 Maxima
1999 Altima
1999 Altima _ ,

STK. #
PR044
PR045
PR049
PRO40
PRO70
PRO71
PR037
PR038
PR057
PR064
PR033
PRO14
PRO31

, Premier Nissan
' 1034 MINERAL WELLS AVE. • PARIS, TN

731-642-0601 or 1-800-264-7726
GOhen2 OM. COMQ glY.Ii!

No. 65 Memphis 7, Racers 0
Wednesday
Memphis, Tenn.
Singles — Ben Stapp def. Thiago Gondim 6-3, 6-4; Lee Taylor
Walker def. Zakaria Bahri 7-6. 64: Joe Schmulian def. Adam
Maskill 6-4, 6-3; Alex Bucewicz
def. Masimba Muskwe 7-5, 6-4;
Brendan Malarkey def. Richemn
.Mourad 6-0, 6-0; Alex Jago def.
Craig Jacobs 6-1, 6-1.
Doubles — Stapp/Walker def.
Bahri/Gondim 8-3; Bucewicz/
Schmulian def. Maskill/Muskwe
8-2;
Jago/Malarkey
def.
Jacobs/Mourad 8-2.

ewcomb
OIL CO.
Furird By Erre/lour Smit
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SCOREEIARD
Sponsored
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFF
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
W
L Pct. GO
Montreal
3
0 1 000
New York
0 1000 —
3
Philadelphia
I
667
2
Boston
3
1
750
1/2
1
Florida
2 333
2
Baltimore
1
2 .333
2
New York
1
2 333
2
Tampa Bay
1
3 .250
21/2
Atlanta
0
3 000
3
Toronto
0
3 .000
3
Central Division
Central Division
Pittsburgh
3
0 1 000
Kansas City
,3
0 1.000
—
St Louis
3
0 1 000
Minnesota
0 1 000
3
—
Chicago
2
1
667
Cleveland
867
1
2
1
Houston
2
1
1
667
Chicago
3 000
0
3
Cincinnati
0
3 000
3
Detroit
0
3 .000
3
Milwaukee
0
3 000
3
West Division
West Division
0 1 000
3
San Francisco
Anaheim
667
2‘
1
Los Angeles
2
1 1/2
2 500
Oakland
2
1
667
Arizona
1
2 333
Seattle
2
1
2 333
Colorado
1
2 333
2
Texas
2 333
1
San Diego
1
3 250
2 1/2
Thursday's Games
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh 7. Cincinnati 5
Minnesota 3 Detroit 0
Chicago Cubs 6. N Y Mets 3
Kansas City 12 Chicago White Sox 6
St Louis 6. Milwaukee 4
Boston 14 Tampa Bay 5
Florida B. Philadelphia 3
Seattle 7 Oakland 6 11 innings
Colorado 10 Houston 5
Cleveland 3 Baltimore 0
San Diego 6. Los Angeles
Montreal 4. Atlanta 0
Today's Games
Today's Games
Pittsburgh (Suppan 0-0) at Phiiadelphia (Roa
Seattle (Franklin 0-0) at Texas (Valdes 10-01. 12 30 pm
0), 1:05 p.m.
San Francisco (Ainsworth 0-01 at MilwauDetroit (Cornejo 0-0) at Chicago White Sox
kee (Ritchie 0-0) 1 05 p rn
(Loaiza 0-0), 3:05 pm.
Arizona (Kim 0-01 at Colorado (Chacon 0Boston (Burkett 0-0) at Baltimore (Ponson
0), 3:05 p.m.
0-0), 605 pm
Montreal (Onka 0-0) at N.Y Mets !Cone 0N.Y. Yankees (Wells 0-0) at Tampa Bay
0), 6:10 p.m.
(Parris 0-0), 6:15 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Estes 0-0) at Cincinnati
Toronto (Sturtze 0-0) at Minnesota (Reed
(Graves 0-0), 610 p.m
0-0), 7:05 p.m.
Florida (Tejera 0-0) at Atlanta (Marquis 0Cleveland (Davis 0-0) at Kansas City (George
0), 6:36 p.m.
Houston (Moehler 0-0) at St Louis (Tomko "
Ana
)hs:IM
°5(Appi
p.mer 0-0) at Oakland (Lilly 00-0), 7:10 p.m.
0), 9:05 p.m.
Los Angeles (Dreifort 0-0) at San Diego
(Condrey 0-1). 9:05 p.m

MURRAY STATE BASEBALL
vs.
EASTERN KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITY
Sat., April 5 • Noon
Sun., April 6 • 1:00 p.m.
REAGAIV FIELD

GO

BREDS!

ATTENTION
BUSINESS &
INDUSTRY

We offer a full line of quality
Chevron commercial and industrial
lubricant products.
Chevron

Quality Lubricants . . .
• Bulk and Packaged Lubricant Products
• Antifreeze
• Winter Additives

%.
1

abrilSk
iit 4_tiS
n

c/e//ver;:
s
Your Full-Service Fuel Source . . .
• On-Site Delivery: Gasoline, Low Sulfur Diesel,
High Sulfur Diesel & Kerosene
• Bob Truck & Transport Deliveries are Available
• High Sulfur (Off Road) Diesel available at our Paducah
Paducah Plant (old E.M. Bailey building)

5ving ALL of Western Kentucky
with Quality Service
Give Us a Call Today!

(270)441-9009 04)
(888)422-8474,ext. 113
• Newcomb Oil Co. • 705 Caldwell St. • Paducah •
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Parents' reasonable limits help to create happy homes
QUESTION: Sometimes I fed as
though my children fight and argue as a
method of attracting ms attention. If this
is the case, how should I respond?
DR. DOBSON: You are probably correct in making that assumption. Sibling
rivalry often represents a form of manipulation of parents. Quarreling and fighting
provide an opportunity for both children to
"capture- adult attention.
It has been written,"Some children
would rather be wanted for murder than not
wanted at all." A pair of obnoxious kids
can tacitly agree to bug their parents until
they get a response — even if it is an angry
reaction.
One father told me that his son and his
nephew began to argue and then beat each
other with their fists. Both fathers were
nearby and decided to let the fight run its
natural course. During the first lull in the
action, one of the boys glanced sideways
toward the passive men and said, "Isn't
anybody going to stop us before we get
hurt?!"

The fight, you see.
was something neither
boy wanted. Their violent combat was directly related to the presence of the two adults
and would have taken a
different form if the
boys had been alone.
Children will "hook"
their parents' attention
intervention in this
Focus on and
way.
the Family
Believe it or not, this
By Dr. James form of sibling rivalry
is easiest to control. The
Dobson
parent must simply renPresident
der the behavior unprofitable to each participant.
I would recommend that you review the
problem (for example. a morning full of
bickering) with the children, and then say,
"Now listen carefully. If the two of you
want to pick on each other and make your-

selves miserable, then be my guest (assuming there is a fairly equal balance of power
between them). Go outside and fight until
you're exhausted. But it's not going to
occur under my feet anymore. It's over!
And you know that I mean business when I
make that kind of statement. Do we understand each other?"
Having made the boundaries clear, I
would act decisively the instant either boy
returned to his bickering. Ill had separate
bedrooms. I would confine one child to
each room for at least 30 minutes of complete boredom without radio, computers or
television. Or I would assign one to clean
the garage, the other to mow the lawn. Or I
would make them take a nap. My purpose
would be to make them believe me the next
time I asked for peace and tranquility.
It is simply not necessary to permit children to destroy the joy of living. And what
is most surprising, children are the happiest
when their parents enforce reasonable limits with love and dignity.

King's anti-war
views remembered
on anniversary

witArs FOR WMCM7
Sponsored each week by
FORD
MERCURY

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MEM

701 Main St.•(270)753-5273
www parkerford corn

Menus tor the various lunchrooms in the Murray City schools and for
the week of April 7 to 11 have been released by Judy Clark , food service director for the city schools.
Calloway 'schools will not be in session for the coming week as spring
break is being observed.
The menus-, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
•
•
•

MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary - Breakfast - (Toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily) Monday - scrambled eggs and toast; Tuesday - Poptarts;
Wednesday - pancakes, and sausage on a stick; Thursday - breakfast
pizza; Friday - Honey bun. Lunch - (fruit, vegetables, ice-cream, bottled
water, fruit roll-ups, milk and juice available daily) Monday - cheeseburger, bar-b-que chicken sandwich; Tuesday - cheese pizza, chef's salad;
Wednesday - taco salad, Chuckwagon sandwich; Thursday - potato
soup with string cheese and crackers; ham and cheese sandwich; Friday
- stuffed crust pizza, peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Murray Middle -- Breakfast - (Toast, cereal, juice and milk available
daily) Monday -muffins; Tuesday - steak and biscuit; Wednesday - pancake and sausage on a stick; Thursday - Poptarts; Friday - Danish.
Lunch - (fruit, vegetables and milk available daily) Monday - chicken
sandwich, Chuckwagon sandwich; Tuesday - corn dog, cheeseburger;
Wednesday - barbecue chicken sandwich, beanie weenies, turkey club
sandwich; Thursday - Easter dinner ----krfty Wast; baked ham, green
bean casserole, sweet potato casserole, rolls, dessert; Friday - French
bread pizza, peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Murray High - Breakfast - (toast, cereal, juice and milk available daily)
Monday - fruit turnover: Tuesday —pancake and_ sausage. 00 sfix;
Wednesday - assorted muffins; Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday
- Danish. Lunch - (Hamburgers, cheeseburgers, pizza, fruit, vegetables,
'milk, ice cream, snack crackers, cookies and canned fruit drinks available
daily) Monday - ravioli, Chuckwagon sandwich; Tuesday - pasta bar,
French bread pizza, chef salad; Wednesday - beef taco pie, chicken
salad plate; Thursday - Oriental stir fry, chef salad with crackers; Friday
- toot long hot dog, fish and cheese sandwich.

MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP) — On
the 35th anniversary of his death,
Martin Luther King Jr. is being
remembered by those who knew
him as a man of peace who would
have spoken out against the war
with Iraq.
"He was a drum major for
peace and justice," said the Rev.
Joseph Lowery, a longtime civil
rights leader and former King
associate. "He was very committed to the anti-war movement.Lowery is among the many
King admirers and former associates scheduled to help commemorate the anniversary of King's
death on Friday. Events include a
march, panel discussions and historical reviews of King's life and
a candlelight prayer vigil at the
National Civil Rights Museum.
While King's anti-war beliefs
and protests against the Vietnam
War are not scheduled for a specific discussion, they undoubtedly will come up.
"I don't know how we can
avoid it," Lowery said. "That
would be pretty hard in the midst
of all these cruise missiles and
super bombs and smart bombs on
dumb missions.Thotrgh-King's main focus
was civil rights, he also took part
in marches and protests that
helped end the Vietnam War.
With Anierica at war with Iraq.
King's campaigns for nonviolent
social change and world peace are
as timely, as ever, said Julian
Bond, chairman of the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People.

sir.iriirta Mr-ch.:irk Arv..t ClaT12p
Colliirig In April! /0

- Moon Foch Doty

MONDAY (APRIL 7) - BOWL OF FUN!
Pick from 4 different styles of cereal bowls and paint it for you to eat from! $15.
TUESDAY (APRIL 8) - WE ALL CHIMED IN!
Sculpt your own wind chimes out of clay (1st of a 2 part class)
WEDNESDAY (APRIL 9) - COLOR WHEEL FUN!
Learn about the theory of Color and the Color Wheel
Use complementary colors and paint a 6- door pladuel $15
THURSDAY (APRIL 10) - MONET & ME
Learn about the master painter Monet and paint a plate in his style $15
FRIDAY (APRIL 11) - CHIMED IN - PART 2
Paint your handmade wind chimes
Class size is limited so sign
up early Class must be
prepaid to ensure seat
Additional siblings get 15%
ne, A snack WO be provided

753-2780
_adbakmeroo
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•
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NEED A LIFT?

QUESTION: I have observed that elementary and junior high school students
— even high schoolers — tend to admire
the more strict teachers. Common sense
would tell us that they would like those
who were easier on them. Why do you
think they are drawn to the disciplinarians?
DOBSON: You are right; teachers
who maintain order and demand the most
from their students are often the most
respected members of the faculty, provided
they aren't mean and grouchy. One who
can control a class without being unpleasant is almost always esteemed by her students. That is true because there is safety in
order.
When a class is out of control, particularly at the elementary-school level, the
children are afraid of each other. If the
teacher can' t make the class behave, how
can she prevent a bully from doing his
thing? How can she keep the students from
laughing at one of its less able members'?

Children can be vicious to each other, and
they feel good about having a teacher who
is strong but kind.
Second, children love justice. When
someone has violated a rule, they want
immediate retribution. They admire the
teacher who can enforce an equitable legal
system, and they find great comfort in reasonable social expectations. By contrast,
the teacher who does not control her class
inevitably allows crime to pay, violating
something basic in the value system of
children.
Third, children admire strict teachers
because chaos is nerve-wracking.
Screaming and hitting and wiggling are fun
for about 10 minutes; then the confusion
begins to get tiresome and irritating.
I have smiled in amusement many times
as second- and third-grade children astutely
evaluated the relative disciplinary skills of
their teachers. They know how a class
should be conducted. I only wish all of
their teachers were equally aware of this
important attribute.

With nation at war, Dove Awards
promoting hope over the hype
By BOBBY ROSS JR.
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — CeCe Winans, co-host
of the 34th annual Dove Awards, sees a special calling
for the show that celebrates the best of the Christian
music industry.
"What the Dove Awards is all about is life and prayer
and hope for our nation," said Winans, one of Christian
music's best-loved divas.
With the nation at war, Winans said she prays that the
show "will be more powerful than ever ... and really
reach out and touch our world."
Best artist nominee Steven Curtis Chapman will join
Winans in hosting the April 10 show, which will feature
a tribute to Michael W. Smith and his 20-year career.
As always, the Dove Awards will promote hope over
hype. said John Styli, president of the Gospel Music
Association, whose 5,000 members nominate and vote
for the Dove Award winners.
"We never have a red carpet," Styli said, adding,"I
can't say the Dove Awards is always reverent, but we
will be very sensitive to the situation."
Given the nature of the Dove Awards, he said the
GMA considers it "almost a public service to go on with
the show" despite the war.
Still, producers will pay close attention to developments in Iraq and change the script right up to show time
if necessary, he said.
The Dove Awards recognize everything from staid
gospel quartets and country to rock, rap and teen pop,
h000sing nominees in 41 categories. Most awards are
presented in a pre-show so the show itself can focus on
the music.
"This is gospel music in all its diversity ... but with a

real unity when it comes to the message," Styli said.
Among the award favorites is Smith, who received
nine nominations. The contemporary Christian singer
has won 35 Dove Awards dating back to 1987. Twice —
in 1999 and again last year — he has won the top award
of best artist.
Only Toby McKeehan of the group dc Talk matched
Smith in number of nominations.
Smith will join Point of Grace, Michael Tait,
Anointed, Avalon and others in singing his signature
song "Friends" as part of the tribute.
Other scheduled performers include Amy Grant and
her husband, Vince Gill. as well as Yolanda Adams,
Donnie McClurkin, Sixpence None the Richer, Blind
Boys of Alabama, Audio Adrenaline, The Crabb Family,
Mark Schultz, Bebo Norman, Nichole Nordeman, Joy
Williams and The Katinas.
The GMA is partnering with StarOne Networks to
produce a live pay-per-view Webcast; an all-access pass
for $7.95 can be obtained at wWw.doveawardslive.com.
PAX TV will broadcast the taped show on April 19.
It also will be shown on the Trinity Broadcasting
Network April 25 and April 26.
After two straight years in which Christian music
sold nearly 50 million albums, it might seem odd that
the genre's premier event wouldn't be shown live, as it
was last year.
But Styli, who assumed the GMA's presidency Feb'.
I, said Thursday night is not a good time to attract ratings. The show was scheduled for that night because it
ties in with Gospel Music Week events in Nashville.
"So we want to air it when we have a better chance
of attracting an audience," Styli said, adding,"It's more
costly to go live. We felt the best financial decision was
not to go live.-

III Worship ...
From Page 9

ship services. Sunday School with
Dr. Ed Brewer will be at 9:45 a.m
10 a.m.
Sheryl Lindzy is song leader with
Eastwood Baptist: The Rev. Deyonda Wilford as accompanist
Joey Adair, pastor, will speak at Charles Guge is superintendent.
the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship The teen group will meet at 6
p.m.
services.
with Rusty Lidzy as leader.
Trinity Christian Center: Wednesday night services are at
Pastor James Harris will speak at 6:30 p.m.
the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
New Life Christian Center:
services
on
Sunday
and Worship service will be Sunday at
Wednesday at 7 p.m. Sunday 10:30 a.m. and Wednesday at 7
School will be at 10 a.m.
p.m. at 603 North 16th St.. Murray.
Sinking
Spring
Baptist: Prayer will be at 9:30 a.m. Sunday.
Worship services will be at 11 a.m.
New Providence Baptist: The
and 6 p.m. Music will be directed Rev. Bobby Joe Edmonson,
pasby John Ray with Diane Cooper as tor, will speak at 11 a.m.
and 6
accompanist. Sunday School will p.m. worship services. Sunday
begin at 10 a.m. Wednesday serv- School will be at 10 a.m.
ice is at 7 p.m.
Palestine United Methodist:
Flint Baptist: The Rev. Ed The Rev. David Allbritten,
pastor,
Chapman, pastor, will speak at will speak at 11 a.m. worship
servthe 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. worship ice. Sunday School
will be at 10
service. Darren Chapman is music a.m. Bible Study will be at 6
p.m.
director with Gina Brandon and
Northside Baptist: The Rev.
Janette Walker as accompanists. Brett Miles, pastor, will
speak at
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
and Fellowship Training at 6 p.m.
services. Max McGinnis is song
Church of Nazarene: The Rev. leader with Joy Young and
Michael Wilford, pastor, will speak Janeann Turner as
accompanists.
at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. wor-

Sunday-School will be at 9 a.m.
Russell
Chapel
United
Methodist: The Rev David
Allbritten, pastor, will speak at 9:30
a.m. worship service Sunday and
at 7 p.m. service Wednesday.
Christie Woods is songleader with
Margie Charlton as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 11 a.m.
and Wednesday service at 7 p.m.
Bethel Fellowship: The Rev.
Shelby Underhill, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services.
Hilltop Baptist: The Rev. Joe
Pat Winchester, pastor, will speak
at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Independence
United
Methodist: Rev. David C. Stewart
will speak at the morning worship
service. Bible study is held on
Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. at
Coles Campground.
Impact Praise and Worship:
Michael Richardson, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. service.
Spiritual Training Classes begin at
10 a.m. for all age groups.

ZURICH
1-low does your insurance policy protect
you during the peak shopping seasons?
Zurich has tailored insurance programs
specifically designed for the retail industry all
combined in one broad policy.

Aerial Work Platforms

. Seasonal coverage increases on property
limits
• Business income loss protection
• Employee dishonesty coverage
• Multiple billing options
• Responsive, efficient claims service
Whik we can meet the needs of almost any
retail business. we specialize in:

Scaffolding
Available At
e,

30' Industrial
Personnel
Lift

Rough Terrain
& Indoor
Scissor Lifts
200 East Main Street • 753-8201

•
.
•
.
•
•

Bakeries
• Paint. wallpaper
Book MOM
anti wallcovering
florists
stores
•
Gift shops
CI vornetik..
Jewelry stores
toilet ire+ and
Optical goods stores
pertimic stores

Call us today to find out hots Zurkh k..m help
make your job more manageable.

WILLIS INSURANCE, INC.
201 N.5th Si.• Murray. til' 42071 •270-733-8485•email: in1o0Pwillis-insurainee.coms
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%hunk, Ledger & Tows Fair Housing 4rt Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

All real estate adsertised herein ts subsist to the Federal Fair
Housing A..1 shuh make, ti ilkfaJ in adyerthe aoy prelereme,
limitation
fl,f1111111.311011 bawd im rase solo' religt.in ser,
handisap iaiiiiiial .4.110 Of national origin or intention to make
preteremes 111111le1011,or di.rilniflAtisin

Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion of then ads tor an error Murray
Ledger A Times wal be responsibie tor only one
incorrect insertion Any error shook] tie ,epon
ed immediately s CO,,eCtoOnS can be made

Stare it. forbid di.iiniination in the sak rental iw adyertising tt
fs n &WARM ii ffItmC pfINCtied under ledreal estate n.r.ed of tak,
era' law

AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Mon. 11 a.m
Tuesday
Mon. S p.m
Wednesday
wed. 11 a.m
Thursday
Friday
wed. p.m
Thur. 12 p.m
Saturday

fnislfle of real estate salutt
Vie still not knot% me)irk-co .An
is in minion id the Lin All person, are hereby inlomnd that all
&Aching, adsertised are asatlable im An equal
Opportunits has,.

further assistanix ssith FAlf HOUsillf
requirements sontat t NA ot Counsel Rene P
For

Miiam

64)4 iii

MY% ••••••
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010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sate
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.25 Column Inch. 6O. Discount 2nd Run.
40', Discount 3rd Run.
r, ikn
%iu•t
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping (.uide(
1.IN

AI)ti

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
.IS rates for Shopper Mon lassifirds go into Shopping I toe,$2 5)rrrrr. tor Mind
The publisher maintains the right to reject or
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010

010

INVITATION TO BID
City of Murray Public Works, Water Division,
will receive bids for a tapping machine. Bids
are to be delivered to the City Clerk's office
by 1:00 p.m. on Thursday. April 10, 2003.
Specifications are available at the City
Clerk's office located at 104 North 5th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
The Mayor and City Council reserves the
right to reject any or all bids or to accept such
bid as they deem to be in the best interest of
the City of Murray.
020

020

Notice

Notice

150

060

060
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

LARGE Murray church
needs full time custodian
Responsible for cleaning
lawn maintenance and ml
nor repairs Please send
resume to PO Box
1040-F Murray, KY 42071

Need
Part-time/
Full-time
mature person.
Aggressive
personality.
People oriented.

LPN needed Full-time in
Medical Office Send Resume with references to
Allergy & Asthma Clinic of
W KY 2957 U S Hwy
641 N. Murray. KY 42071
PART-TIME.
Seasonal.
energetic help needed
Knowledge of plants required Apply at Lagniappe
Nursery 2596 Bonn Road
(North 16th St )

Law Office of

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice ofLaw Including:
BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

759-2147
SEEKING Legal Secretary
with 3+ years experience
Must apply in person at
412 Tyson Ave Paris. TN
bring resume
Please
(731) 644 ?`173

NOW HIRING
Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

753-1752

Sonic Drive In

TIIIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

217 S. 12th St., Murray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold
a public hearing on the amended Land Use
Element of the City of Murray's
Comprehensive Plan. The meeting will be
held on April 15. 2003 at 5:00 p.m. in the
council chambers of City Hall located at 104
N. 5th Street.
If you need further information please contact the Planning and Engineering
Department at 270-762-0330.
Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

CHOIR DIRECTOR
Part-time position at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. Responsibilities include...

*Providing general oversight of the choir and its
program.
*Maintaining effective communication with the
church regarding the music program.
*Organizing and conducting weekly choir
rehearsals.
*Leading music during worship services.
*Working closely with the pastor in selecting
music for the worship services.
For more information and a complete job descrip
lion call 270-753-0812 or send resumes with
references to:
P.O. Box 1040-P
Murray. KV 421171

Candace Dowdy
Planning Assistant

060

020
Notice

Help Wanted

REUNIONS? Graduation?
Mother's Day? Give a
copy of Calloway County
Pictorial
Call
759-4938
753-2350
753-7870

ABT Associates, A Socia
Science Research Organ'
zation is seeking a survey
administrator to work in
local school beginning
April 14th Must work 2040 hours per week for approx 3 weeks Salary
S1200 per hour and 36
cents per mile, mileage reimbursement Call Pat
Simon 888-306-3155

SANDRA D's Diner
Hwy 94 East
•We now have Baked
Potatoes and Decaffeinated Tea at Lunch
•New Dinner Special
Grilled Chicken with
Swiss Cheese and
Mushrooms
•For every Pink Gum ball
you get out of our Gum
ball Machine, you receive
a free kids meal

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Lost and Found
Gatesborough.
LOST
Black Cat, White feet
chest, poor eyesight & declawed, found collar on
753-6749
Edinborough
753-1559
REWARD Lost Male.Tricolor Collie. New Concord
Call 436-5232
LOST Female Cat in Dairy Queen area Whin- "
•

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your -loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Accepting Bids for painting
exterior door
Apply in person at
Calloway Garden Apts
Essex Downs
270-753-8556
AUTO Technician needed
Experience required Pay
basic on experience Call
Howard at 753-8189
BRITTHAVEN of Benton
has a opening for Admission Coordinator A great
opportunity for an ener
getic go getter LPN
knowledge of Medicare &
Medicaid preferred Apply
in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Hwy 641S.
Benton. Ky 42071
EOE/AAE
COUPLE needs babysitter
for 2 small children during
day, references required
753-2168
DRIVERS & 0/0
Driver no loading zone
beacuse you love to drive
and nothing else Earn up
to 38c cpm No Loading or
Unloading. No Forced NE
or Canada Guaranteed
Home Policy, 2000 or
newer Conventionals 1 yr
OTR exp , 23 yrs old
Class A CDL w/HazMat required 0/0'S Welcome
$1500 Sign-on Bonus
$500 w/1 st dispatch Limited Time Only PTL 1-800848-0405

FULL Time Janitorial.
Afternoon shift Call 753
0724 between 10-2

TRACTOR/TRAILER INSPECTORS
Seeking individuals to ensure compliance
with safety and DOT regulations primarily
via visual inspection. Related mechanical
familiarity is important. Part-time hours
on days, evenings, nights, and weekends.
Excellent opportunity for retired individuals seeking supplemental income. Send
resume to:

DrtYers

Great Pa) & Great
Miles"

50% SAVINGS

Priont) Transportation
1-800-388-2479 EOE
* * * *

Hwy. 641 South
Benton, KY 42025
EOE AAE

18.000 BTU Gibson, new
in 1997, used 1 season
$30000 M-F 8-4.30 7621267 Evenings 759-4683.
.2 New Recliners, Navy
Blue
•Iron & Brown Wicker
Chest of Drawers. TV
Stand and Desk
753-4190

SPONSORED
4 piece Bedroom Suite.
.
PROGRAMS
Dark Wood
SPECIALIST.
.Couch. Blue small Pink
Office of Sponsored Pro- flowers Call 759-9921
grams. Murray State Uni- after 4pm
versity. Assist Director in
providing grant proposal 5 pc outdoor Glass Table
support to faculty/ staff. and Chair set with cushat ions. $100 OBO GE Dryer
website
our
See
http-//www muriustate, $30 753-9661

t/indir/hr/jobrpt.htm for
complete information Application receipt deadline
April 30, 2003. Equal education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D. AA
em.o er
Domestic & Childcare
A Woman's Touch Home
and Business Cleaning
Service 16 years Experience Call Sue (270) 4362216
A-1 House Cleaning Call
Linda 759-9553
TAKING Registration for
Daytime and Afternoon
Child Care, Nana's Place
759-2524
TUTORING
Teacher Certified
All ages /sublects
30 years teaching
experience
Home School assistance
Free Consultation
Now registering for
summer
767-9585.
WILL clean up after new
construction, remodeling.
before and after renters.
floors, windows. ect
436-5914
Val

Are you a dedicated - caring person?
Are you looking for a challenging yet rewarding opportunity?
Do you love to GO 10 MOVIES SHOPPING and get paid for it?
Do ou have good communication skills with
people?
Due to Oserwhelming Growth of our company
iCommunity Alternatises/Res-Caret we are in need
it the following position - Pan-Time/Full-Time
positions Afternoons - Milinwhts Vteek Entis as a
Direct Care Staff for community.based program for
deselopmentally disabled adults Our company
titters 1drIOUS shifts, paid training. opponunit tor
ad arkement. 40111o. medical/dental insurance
paid holidays. paid time off (Notifications Be at
least 18 years of are - Have a salid dnsers license
- Proof of insurance - Rase high school/GED
diploma - Must base a POSITIVE Attitude The
starting wage aserage is S7 00 per hour with our
compans
•kppl or send resume to:
Community Alternatives of Kentucky.
Attn: Human Resources, P.O. Box 39.
5145 Symsonia Hwy.
Sy-msonia. KV 42082.
Phone 270-527-2255.
EOE M/F/DA

Large Selection

USED
LAPTOPS
1Keller's
Computer Place
4364933
DOCTOR P.C. T
We make house calls, diagnose and treat home
computer systems Specializing in Virus infections
system
general
and
health We'll have your
computer back on it's feet
in no time (270) 3822510 (866)853-9034
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
Want to Buy
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S 12th, Murray
heaters, air
ELECTRIC
conditioners, used carpetand
refrigerators
ing,
stoves 753-4109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 836-4697 Six
days a week
WANTED Riding Mowers
that need work 436-2867

D.G. Landscaping
_ & Nursery
Market Place
2938 St RI 94E
Opening March 28th
Bring
this ad receive $3.00 off
S15.00 or more purchase
Limited 1 coupon per
customer Expires 03/31/03
*Bedding Plants
*Vegetable Plants
•Aquatic Plants
•Produce
Cell # 748-8970

•DE Rose 14x56 Mobile
home- Best offer
•China Cabinet 759-'1923
prom
gorgeous
FIVE
dresses Sizes 4, 6. 7-8
Like new and never worn
in this area $75 each
753-5310
ROPER Riding Mower.
12hp. Hydrostatic electric
PTO. excellent condition
$550.00 OBO. 436-5814,
'SALE'
All Glassware 40°. off
Furniture & Ed t 25°. off
George Hodge
806 Coldwater Road
Murray, KY
STRAW for sale
$2 00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day
YORK 2 ton Air Conditioner $200 00 753-6511 after 5.00 p m
155
Appliances
FRIGIDAIRE upright freez
er good for the garage
$35 OBO (270)354-5078
Large

Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
7S3-1711
160
Home Furnishings
BASSET Couch & Chair,
great condition $200
759-1794
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1984 Champion 14x60
Call 1270138256.000
2642
1994 14x70 Fleetwood
Mobile home. must be
moved $11.500
436-2017
DOUBLE wide & single
wide trailer, one acre of
land All $40 000 negotia
ble 767-0928
RENT to own 753-9866

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
TRAILER for sale
1980 Alladin
Good Condition
$4.500
489-6292

Mobile Homes For Rent
2 Bedroom No pets 7539866
2 Bedroom. Water & Heat
furnished, No pets
753-5086
NICE 16x60 2br, 2 full
bath mobile home 4 miles
from Murray
(731)782-3221
SMALL 2 BR. suitable for
1 person 5175 00 month
556-6868
285
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
COUNTRY Living' 1/2
acre mobile home lots for
rent north of Murray 293767-0035
0208 Days

VISA
360
Storage Rentals

2 Bedroom Duplex
1300 A Valley wood Do,
$375 00 month 759-440!-

EASTSIDE

2 Bedroom Duplex Clew
appliances 436-5685

STORAGE

2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118

ON PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION
CALL (270) 761-1502
Murray, KY

Britthaven of
Benton is now
hiring for afternoon
RN & Days CMA's.
Apply in person at•

BRITTHAVEN
OF BENTON

370
Apartments For Rent

Articles
For Sale

MED-I-SAVE

Company Drivers Are
Our TOP Priority!

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES,INC.
PTL Human Resources
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

150
Articles
For Sale

Help Wanted

edit

2BR • Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118

119 Main • 753-6266
380
Pets A Supplies

1

_
DOG Obedieri,
Master Trainer
436-2858
EXTREMELY nice 2 Bed.390
room Townhouse & Du[ Livestock & Supplies
plex Coleman RE 7594118
ACE 5 Horse rear, tine tin
FORREST View Aparter 2 1 ,2 Year old Racking
ments 1213 N 16th St
Filly gentle 753 0248
now accepting applications
COMPLE TE Tack &
for 2br townhouses basic
Saddle Repair
rent $345/ month Call
Cleaning & Oiling
753-1970 Leave MesHandtooled Custom
sage Equal Housing OpLeather Work
portunity
Billfold Holsters
Belts,
NEAR University like new
Saddlebags & Purses
large 2br central gas heat/
1-866-746-579?
air Low utilities quite
HORSESHOEING
What you been looking for
Jason Hargrove
$410 (270)753-8828
251 3675
NICE 2br furnished apt
425
C/H/A Close to MSU
Land For Rent or Lease
Coleman RE 759-4118

4br, Diuguid Drive
man RE 759-4118

Cole-

REAL Nice 2br Apt on
Mission Valley Dr
753-5731
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From 5280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY roomy 2BR. 2Ba
with garage, appliances
furnished. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets
C II 75 -2905

47 acres. r,,Los or hay crot,
',-,r- arrirl Buffalo and Blood
ad Call 753-2293
Real Estate
COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Wayne Wiisoi
Real Estate Brokp270-753-5086
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931
440
Lots For Sale

1 Bedroom apartment near
MSU, No pets 753-5980

2 Bedroom. C/H/A, Wash- LOTS for sale
4 ac re
er & Dryer Hook-up, no (270)753-2592
all
apartments,
1 Bedroom
appliances at the Oaks pets S550 month -4- 1
month deposit 753-2259
Apartments. Coleman RE
or 527-8174
759-4118
11
1...+41..
et
ika /A
1 OR 2br apt§ near down- n CO.
town Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
206/208 E. Poplar
1 year old 3 Bedroom. 2 HAZEL 2br $300 :month
Phone # On Signs
Bath, All appliance & Deposit. lease references
Washer & Dryer (270) 492-8526
450
753-7903 or 753-7813.
Farms For Sale
town
HOUSE for rent in
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
3BR $375.00 month + deApply at Mur-Cal Apts
2 Hunting Farms for safe
posit, no pets 753-5109
902 Northwood Dr
1 located t ynn
City
Summit-Panama
THE
Monday.
1 located Blood R,.
area
Beach. FL Gulf- front
Wednesday. Friday
er area $850 00 per acrr•
11th
6.
sleeps
Condo.
Phone 759-4984
(2701 534.9998 nr
floor. 2 pools arcade and
Equal Housing
3576
more Beautiful unit waitOpportunity
460
to
25
be
ing for you Must
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Homes For Sale
make reservations I D re1-2 3br apts furnished,
quired Call Julie at 767near MSU 753-1252 or
1 1/2 Story. S BR, Frar,e
9199 for rates and save
753-0606
Gilbert & 3r1
House
360
1br apartment. furnished
KY
Hazel.
Street
Rentals
Storage
and all utilities nairt
$18,000 489-2174. 48°
2363
CREEKVIEW STORAGE3 Bedroom/2 Bath 1600
1BR apt available, all ap- 520-$40 On Center Drive
sq ft on 2 wooded acres
Grille
Tom's
Behind
pliances furnished Murquiet setting North of Mllt
759-4081
Cal Realty. 753-4444,
ray. 10x20 Front Porch
.1BR on Campbell St
MURRAY Store and Lock 12x12 deck
753-4690
•1br on Chris Dr
presently has units availa- Leave Message
•2br 1 bath on Wiswell
bie 753-2905 or 7533 Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths
Rd
7536
low utilities, in very nico
.2br, 1 5 bath on
Sub-Division, 5 miles West
Cambridge Dr
Neon
of Murray (270) 759-9899
St
16th
•2br furnished on
3BR, 2 1-'2 Bath. Gas Fire
•2br 1 bath on Glendale
place. 2 Car Garage.
Rd
\ I I. ,1/1. \
Large
\\ 511 5111 E
Tub.
Whirlpool
All very nice large ApartDeck, Campbell Estate4
ments will all appliances
733-3853
$142.000 759-5286
including washer & dryer
Call for available dates
402.404 S 6th Street
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
759-5885
Great rental investment
control
•Inside climate
recently updated with 121
storage
living quarters 753-8181
*Security alarmed
753-0589
2 Bedroom apartment,
*Safe & clean
5373 St Rt 121 S 3BR 1
$260 per month. $200
'We sell boxes'
Bath older home wirecent
some utilities
deposit
•We rent U-Hauls
updates $67.000
paid W"D available No
753-9600
753-0589/753-8181
pets 767-9037
CANTERBURY. 4BR 2'
bath. 2640sf. Lev. Din
Den WTP. Large fenced
backyard S154.000 1573
Beckett Dr
1505 Diuguid Drive • Nlurra. KY 42071
CUSTOM Log Home tor
Sale 38R. 38A. 2 Car
Gar . Shop, on 6 9 acre,.
See WWW geocities.C_Qm/Ire

$$ Rented $$

TWO LOTS
FOR SALE
B-3 ZONE

$$ Rented $$

Brach
‘1ini-Storage

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-Ext 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment.
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application.
- Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. too 4 p.m.

fiers91.89QCrosslancl.
html. 759-8473
HOUSE & Horse Farm for
sale lynnvitle KY Ftff.fi
382-2600

inicaoffer.d

Homes For Saie

For Saie

0••:'. •
:
i
r
'14 ‘
;

#

it

alf•oil

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, April 6
2-4 p.m.
Canterbury 1521 London Dr.
520

460
Homes For Sale

Boats & Motors

NEAR KY Lake 1 Bedroom. 1 1/2 bath 1 67
acres, 2 outbuildings
9 0 0
$ 4 4
http./'128 173 184 249/hou
se (540)626-6169

1995 Godfrey -Sweetwa
ter" Pontoon 20 1997
Trailer (Garage kept) 40
HP Mercury, Fishing seat
front & rear Trolling motor,
great shape $8.150 OBO
For more info call 4365949.

NEAT, Clean, ready to
move in. 3 Bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, gas heat/air, new
roof, storage building.
large lot, great location.
1615 Belmont Drive 7599360_
REDUCED!!!
NICE older home. 2br. 1
bath, large shop in county
Call before 9pm $60 000
474-. $2

1995 Stratos 201 Pro XL
with 200 hp Johnson Motor Garaged kept Lots of
extras Call 753-0487 after
5 30 p m or Daytime 2930249
24FT Riviera Cruiser Pontoon Boat with 65 hp
Johnson motor Soft and
hard top Trolling motor
and depth finder S3.500
Call 759-1087
84 Monarch with 90hp motor and trailer $1,500
1978 LTD. 155.XXX miles Firm Call 767-9444
1994 engine 34.xxx miles D&L Marine Consignment
good mechanical condi Sale Boats and Campers
bon, tires $600.00
210-4174
753-8643
FOUR Winns Runabout1994 Bonneville SSEI, 16 ft- 140 hp- OMC Inboard- Chevy 4 cylinder167,000 miles. $3.000
M-F 8-4 30 762-1267 ski's- 1988- excellent condition- walk through windEvenings 759-4683
shield- $4.900 759-0120
•1996 Pontiac Firebird.
5 speed. 61.000 miles. or 210-0877
530
57.000 OBO 753-2168
Services Offered
1996 Pontiac Grand Am

iii12:1111

.1998 GMC Z71 EXT Cab,
3rd door. 4wd. loaded with
extras $12.500 OBO
•1983 Dodge 4x4. 48.000
actual miles $3.200
•1997 Nissan Pick-up.
4 cyl. 5-speed. AC
$3.300
•1999 Ford Crown Victoria
129.000 miles $4.200
.1989 Nissan Sentra.
4.cyl, auto. A/C $1.000
759-1070
2000 Mimi& good condition $10.900 OBO 4988189.
2000 Intrigue, excellent
condition, great gas mileage best offer. 435-4377.
91 Buick Park Ave All the
options very nice, clean
maintained
well
and
150.xxx miles $1,875 See
at 94 East at the 20 mile
marker 753-2079
92 Buick Road master
$2.700 759-0127
99 Honda Odyssey XL
Gray exterior, interior New
tires and brakes Excellent
condition 89.xxx miles
515.500. 0B0. 753-1040
NICE 1994 Mitsbuishi
sunroof
with
Eclipse
S2.150 898-1271
Vans
98 Astro AWD loaded
(270 759-0127
500
Used Trucks
1990 Ford F-150 XLT Lariat Super cab no rust, no
dents topper. uses no oil.
a good one $3.500. let's
deal 753-6505
1994 S-10, 4 3 SS, Black
$3.750 489-2711
2000 Chevy 3500 1 -Ton
Dually. 6 5 L Diesel. Auto.
104.xxx miles S18.500.00
559-1874 or 753-7925
93 Ford Ranger splash.
Loaded good condition,
ann nan
83 xxx milee

$S Sold $$
FOR Sale
66 Ford
390 Engine
C-6 Transmission
Also have
65 Ford
for spare parts
289 Engine
C-4 Transmission
C-5 Transmission
Original 3 speed manual
Transmission
$1500 for all
753-5046
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CONCRETE Finishing,
Sidewalks. Driveways
Etc
759-3229
CUSTOM Tractor Woo.
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 270-293-0163
DOZER work & hauling
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503
or 270-752-0871

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?
•

CAR

Phone (270) 767-0313
(270) 527-7176.

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition. and Remodeling_ Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters, 7532592

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
•Carpets .Furniture

All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands
On The Square • Murray
(270)753-1713
."'E Nu, ries
Landscaping & Design
service
Sedalia, KY
(270) 328-8488
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
T&D Lawn Service
Tree and Shrub Trimming
Other services available
Quality service at
affordable prices
Call for free estimate
753-0462 or 395-9915
WANTED
Yards to Mow
All Yards will be Pushed
Mowed
If interested Call
753-8101
Rabbits fisale

miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
2

(270)759-8007
(270)519-6424

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL•Emergency water
ING cleaning out sheds.
removal
gutters, junk, tree work
•Free Estimates
Tractor work landscaping
*Wrinkle Repair
plowing ed. 436-2867
•Quick Drying
A-1 Tree Service
753-5827
Stump Removal
492-8737
MILLER'S Lawn Service
437-3044
Push or ride
Free Estimates
mow lawns
759-5234
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
NEED a good roof at a
Decks. Home Additions,
great price? References
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
available Quality work
Garages. Pole Barns. MetSatisfaction guaranteed
al Buildings. Fencing
Call Steve 767-0412
Quality Workmanship
767-9887
Licensed
NEED A HANDYMAN?
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower re- Call Tony Knight 753-7495
pair. tillers, go carts. etc or 210-7662 Small ConSpecials struction. Metal work, yard
Tuneup
work. remodeling. LamiPickup/delivery 436-2867
AFFORDABLE Window nate flooring, and LOTS
Treatments Cushions, Pil- more Need help? Please
lows. Home Decor items give Tony a call. (Has lots
Also offering custom made of great references)
clothing and monogram- RUBBISH/ Junk Removal,
ming Sewing by Steven
we'll haul almost anything,
753-6361
from attics to basements &
barns, odd lobs. Senior
ALL CARPENTRY
(270)489-2583
Discounts
Homes add on's.
SCHINDLER'S
garages
Lawn Service
pole barns decks
Reasonable rates
vinyl siding
759-4188
Home & Mobile Home

V

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick •All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Dnveways

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
z: Be Here
For Only

We Make Your Yard Smile

Free Estimates
Bob Wallace - Owner
(2 7 0 ) 7 5 3 - 6 4 9 1

Ward-Elkins

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning"

VISA

Total Lawn Care
*Mowing *New Lawn Establishment
*Existing Lawn Renovation 'Seeding
•Fertili:ing *Aerating *Rolling
*Weed Control *Mulching •Thishogging
*Tractor Tilling *Grader Blade Work

753-0353

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

A t4`
.:
oiee

Dependable Lawn Care Service

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system grave
white rock
436-2113.
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling
510
(2701436-5277
Campers
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
1990 26 ft 5th wheel extra
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
nice. clean S6 500 OBO
*Bush Hogging•Tilling
753-3993
(270)436-5277
A 28 ft 5th wheel camper
Cecil McLeod's
fully equipped in excellent
Small Engine Repair
condition located at 216
753-9814
North 13th Murray $6,250
CLAY'S Mowing
7 -47 1
Mulching & More
Days 871-7340
Boats & Motors
Nights 762-0040
CONCRETE
14FT Arkansas Travele
Finishing Driveways
with trailer, motor & depth
Sidewalks. Patios
finder $550 00 Call after
Free Estimate
5 00 p m 753-9957
(70)415-4fi1.9_
MOODY'S Mower Repair
1987 Sea Ray 1T, VO 4
Pick Up & Deliver
Cyl 30 liter $3.250.00
753-5668
345-2119

L

530
Services Offered

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

LAWNS mowed
Call 489-2989
T & W Roofing
30 years experience
753-8369

WE SERVICE

530
Services Offered

Services

Commercial & Residential

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
.For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Exterior
•Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutter,
•No lob too small
*Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

repair
Water damage
Larry Nimmo
753-9372

530
Services Offered

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal

TERRY'S LAWN CARE

cepti •'

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured. 489-2839.
HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete. masonry, carpentry No lob too
small (7311247-3015
JIM Pondscaping. Water
Garden Koi and Goldfish
ponds Designed. built.
and maintain
Free Estimates
759-9793

[

I hivid Borders

731-247-5422

hauling.
affordable
A
cleaning out garages. attics, gutters, junk, tree
work 436-5141

&FI. R COVERIN_G5Z

Sokol deism tow Tenor Rost RIO IWO yWOS
5CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

David (;allimore, Owner
Insurance Work
%%in

CARPORTS Starting at
5675 installed Roy Hill
2701436-2113

Years5

flEs

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling &. Plumbing

853-1172
THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
Murray
www thegoldentouch us

7Jp 8
S Over 3,753-772

WE

Visit Our Showroom Today

David's Home
Improvement

visJ & masiciLJrd

TILE VINYL•HAf,

•

Over 25 years experience

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

0, •CI Ire M •IA VH • A NI t
lir1:7171
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YARD Tech
Full Lawn Care
Mowing Landscaping
437-4407

'Per Month!
$250th

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

LOTS FOR SALE

670
Tobacco & Supplies

TOM VANCE

FOR sale Taking Bids on
7 ac of Dark Fired Tob
base 753-0672

Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

CONTRACTING

270-437-4838

994-0388

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

Custom Remodeling, Additions,
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors
All Types of Roofing and Skylights

soil and gravel.
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

Also top

Quality References Available

Please No Phone Calls
wig

GARAGE

NO.

SALE

41.11

MORI
PERI
IOW

HUGE GARAGE SALE
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
94E to 280 - 4-1/2 miles. turn right.
Wright Rd. - 1-1/4 mile on left.
China cabinet, dresser, chest, desk. end &
coffee tables, dryer, stroller. playpen, high
chair. A.C.. Red Wing crock & jug, pottery.
books, records, toys, dishes, pots & pans,
silverware, comforters, sheets, pillows,
electric skillet, coffeemaker. old vanity, dining table. old Johnston 10 h.p. outboard
motor, vacuum cleaner, lots more

YARD SALE &
PANCAKE BREAKFAST
Saturday, April 5th

n.*

_Vta's Neat
9Zepeats
Consignment
Clothes

1st Spring Sale
Owner- Rita Wyatt
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
Hen:Mara-Sat. /0a.m.-6p.m.

(270) 762-0207

YARD SALE
Concord Dr.
Southwest Villa
Sub.
Murray. KY

1804

(Rain or Shine)• 6 a.m.-1 p.m.

Rocker recliner,

First United Methodist Church Gym

glass & brass coffee

503 Maple Street

table, swing set.
nice children's,
men's and women's
clothing, toys. bikes
and much more

Something for everyone' Too many items to list'
Tickets for the breakfast are $3 for adult and $2 for
children 10 and under All proceeds benefit the
youths summer mission trip to Boston.

YARD SALE
2571 State Rt.
121 N.
Fri. 1:30 p.m.-?
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-?
Toys, mason jars.
Yugioh & Pokeman

cards, old brick, bicv
cles & parts. 6 gun
cabinet, collectibles
Spring Cleaning

YARD
SALE
1218 Dogwood
Drive
Sat., April 5th
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Ab roller, clothes,
t.v.. dishes and
lots more!

HUGE 13 FAMILY
YARD SALE
Saturday. April 5 • 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Rain or Shine
1429 Pottertown Rd.(280), 3rd house
past East School
Lots of fishing tackle. tools, golf clubs.
Craftsman trimmer. daycare equipment (cots).
Little Tike work bench - wagon - cars - toys books - baby equipment (double strollers
walker, high chair, car seats, bouncy seat Pack & Play, Pampered Chef. InfantiToddler
Boy's/Girl's. men's, women's. maternity. professional/casual (all sizes in clothing), linens.
fabric. glassware. Wilton cake pans & candy
molds, baskets (some handmade), kitchenware. TV/VCR/computer stand
Bargains. Something for everyone! Bargains

GARAGE SALE
Rain or Shine
Fri. 7-2
Sat. 7-Noon
1707 Johnson
(Off Doran Rd.)
Misc. household,
ladies & men's
items, comforter
set, tiller, mower,
stuff.

Your ad will appear for 4 weeks in the
Murray Ledger and Times & Shopper
Guide at the low price of $225.00
a saving of $222.60
Come by our office today or call
Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens

270-753-1916

94 W. left on
Johnny Robertson
Rd. right on Squire
Rd. 3rd house on
Saturday Only
7:30-11 a.m.
Adult/ kicls clothes.
shoes, toys. everything must got

FLEA
MARKET
Old Corner Store
at New Concord
Fri., Sat., Sun.
Commercial cooler,
paint, collectibles.
trampoline.
new shutters,
1994 Grand Prix,
lots more

Fri. & Sat. 6:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Rain or Shine
Turn off 641 S. in front of Hazel Baptist
Church, go 1 mile, 2nd on left, follow signs.

Girl's clothing 2T-12, great Easter dresses, mostly summer clothing, Rebecca Raggs, Rubbles.
Storybook Heirlooms. Bonnie Jean, Children's
Place, Hilfiger, Gap, Old Navy. L.E.I , Mudd.
Arizona. girl's shoes 7-13, t.v., recliner.

YARD SALE
1 mile East on 94
Sat., April 5
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

436-2487

Recliner. toys.
Christmas items,
clothes (including larger
size men's & women's)
tropical fish bedding,
storm windows Lots.
lots more'

YARD SALE

Multi- Family

179 Stoneside Dr.
641 North past
Wiggins on left

Yard Sale
Sat. 7-12
7116 St. Rt. 94W
in Lynn Grove
Powerwheels
loveseat,
queen mattress
Home Interiors.
household items,
little girls. plus size
women's and men's
clothes, push mower

on Coles
Campground Rd.
Fri. 6 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat. 8-Noon
Rugs, lamps.
bicycles. stereo

YARD/MOVING
Inside A Piece of
Cake - 715B S.
12th St.
Wed.. Thurs. &
Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat.. April 26
10 a.m.-1 p.m.
767-9570
New items dal],

5 PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
641 South on
right 1.5 miles
past Dwain
Taylor
Clothing all sizes,
home accessories,
lots other items.

HUGE YARD SALE
316 Irvan St.
(Off Sycamore)
Saturday
7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Brand name clothes
Of all sizes, shoes,
jewelry, CD's.
computer games,
houseware items,
frames. candles,
'Ind lots of misc

GET YOUR GARAGE
SALE GOING!

SALE

ADVERTISE Your
Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
1x2 ad 25 WORD MAX.
$8.00
$13.00
$16.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

31111111111111111111111111111111

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department • 753-1916

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

DURING THE MONTHS
OF APRIL & MAY
Place your 2x2 Classified Display ad.

YARD SALE

2 FAMILY
YARD SALE

20% OFF
New Items out Daily

GOODIES:

PIN

Bruno thanked his lucky
stars for the dynamite
apartment he found
in the

Visa and Master Card

Ledger & Times

classifieds
270-753-1916
nummonummi

Call Us Today!

753-1916
4

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a problem
defining -health." What is health?
DEAR READER: Good question.
This issue was recently addressed
in an editorial in the British Medical
Journal, vol. 3, Feb. 2003, in which the
author chose to define "health" as
more than simply the absence .of
physical disease.
"The World Health Organization's
definition of health as complete physical, mental and social well-being
understandably causes raised eyebrows. Human health can be nothing
to do with perfection. Humans are
highly imperfect creatures_ But the
WHO definition does acknowledge
that there is more to health than
physical completeness and an
absence of pain. Indeed, the physical
aspects of healttillay be the least
important. Is it possible to be severely
disabled, in pain, close to death and in
some sense 'healthy'? I believe it is.
Health has to do with adaptation and
acceptance. We will all be sick, suffer
loss and hurt and die. Health is not to
do with avoiding these givens but
accepting them, even making sense of
them. The central task of life, believed
people in medieval times, is to prepare for death."
Because this position is provocative, it is important to consider.
Health may fundamentally be an attitude.
"More and more of life's processes
and difficulties — birth, death, sexual-

Don't
forget!

L

Maud

FIRST SUNDAY

Fee
the
Need

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

ity, aging, unhappiness, tiredness,
loneliness, perceived imperfections in
our bodies - are being medicalized
Medicine cannot solve these problems. It can sometimes help - but
often at a substantial cost. People
become patients. Stigma proliferates.
Large sums are spent. The treatment
may be poisonous and disfiguring.
Worst of all, people are diverted from
what may be much better ways to
adjust to their problems."
Thus, health is a complicated concept. Good health is not automatic, it
is a gift. If we could learn to accept a
wider definition of it, we could probably advance to a higher, more realistic
plane and experience more enjoyment
out of life, despite our physical and
mental imperfections.
I have written this column to tweak
readers' intellect and to encourage
thoughtful analysis of a topic that we
all may take for granted. To this end, I
welcome readers' letters and, if
appropriate, I'll revisit the subject in
the future.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 71 and am
being treated with Coumadin for a
blood clot in my lungs. I have taken
the drug for more than two years.
How can I determine if the clot has
been dissolved? How long must I continue the medicine?
DEAR READER: Pulmonary
embolism, a blood clot in the lung, can
cause horrific consequences, including death. Therefore, anticoagulant
therapy should be continued until the
clot has disappeared, usually within a
matter of months. The success of
treatment can be checked by a CT
lung study. Based on such an examination, your physician can advise you
when to stop the Coumadin.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Blood Donations and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and $2
to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title
Copyright 2003, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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DEAR ABBY: At 35, my husband,
Tony, was so gorgeous he stopped
traffic. He was also artistic, talented,
and had the biggest heart of anyone
I'd ever met Like most young couples, we dreamed of buying our first
home, starting a family and growing
old together. However, on Sept. 23,
1996,our dreams were shattered.
The memories are still a blur:
The ambulance trip to the hospital.
Emergency surgery for bleeding in
the brain. The shocking discovery
of a brain tumor. He was briefly
conscious after surgery, then my
darling slipped into a coma. The
bleeding was unstoppable. Brain
death was imminent.
That's when I met Mary. She
was Tony's nurse in intensive care.
Mary asked me if Tony was an
organ donor. Front the depths of my
grief, I was suddenly given a different kind of hope — that other lives
could be saved and Tony wouldn't
die for nothing. I remember that we
had talked about his becoming an
organ donor when he renewed his
driver's license. I knew it was what
he had wanted.
Tony's gift of organ donation is
his living legacy in the truest sense.
Just ask Mel, the liver recipient,
who is healthy today; or the farmer
who used to have to drive six hours
for kidney dialysis, who can now
enjoy the work he loves again. With
so many people on the waiting lists
today, organ donation is truly a gift
of life.
ROSE D'ACQUISTO,
NATIONAL KIDNEY FOUNDATION
DONOR FAMILY COUNCIL
DEAR ROSE: Thank you for
your important letter. April is
National Donate Life Month.
For more information about
organ donation, or a free organ
donor card, readers can contact
the National Kidney Foundation at Box DA, 30 E. 33rd St.,
New York, NY 10016, or call
(800) 622-9010. The Web site is:
www.kidney.org.
I've learned that as of October
2002,80,000 individuals are waiting for transplants; of those,
53,000 are waiting for kidneys.
Last year, 28,000 potential recipients died waiting for kidneys.
In 2001, 14,000 kidney transplants were performed — 8,200
from cadaver donors and 5,900
from living donors. The good
news is (hat living donation is
becoming a viable alternative to

c:sinis
IT DOE5N7 —00K RIGHT
I WONDER WHAT'S

OH 30Y,SAuSAGE,SALAMI,
HORSERADISH,PEPPERONI,
ONIONS,PEPPERS

ml5SiNG
,

/ THE INDIGESTION BUT DON'T
via:My ABOUT IT, DEAR THAT'LL
A LITTLE LATER
1

CAVIrIFIV
IRON& ANC. I wERE ZL.i5T
&ON& TO HAVE A CASUAL
DINNER... BUT I FOUND A
FABULOUS NEW DRESS,MOK

LOOKING EIAOW—

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

r

I CALLED HiAl BACK
AND SAID tNE NEED TO GO
SOMEWHERE FANG4 AND
VER4 ROMANTI C

I tNAS PERFECTLLI HAPP"-f
WITH A QUICK SALAD, 8o7
PAY NEW DRESS REQUIRES
VIOLINS AO R05E5. CANOLELI&HT AND DANCING...

THE TRADITION LIVES
MPARV FOR LOVE,
DATE FCR THE OuTFtT

cadaveric donation. The number
of living kidney donors grew
12 percent last year, while
cadaveric donations showed
only a 1 percent increase.
*5*

DEAR ABBY: I am 20 and have
been with "Adam" a little over two
years.(He's also 20.) We have always
been serious about each other. I am
now ready to move forward in our
relationship and get an apartment
with him. I finally found one we can
afford. It's near Adam's college, not
far from both our families. You
should see it — it's beautiful!
A week before we planned to
move in, Adam told me he is unsure
about our relationship. We had been
quarreling a lot, but we talked and
straightened everything out.
Now, a month later, the landlord
called and said the apartment is
ready. I told Adam, and he came up
with yet another excuse not to live
with me. When I asked if he wanted
our relationship to go further, he
said he used to!
I love him dearly, but we don't
seem to be on the same page. Am I
wasting my time? Please help.
HURT IN RUTLAND, MASS.
DEAR HURT: This qualifies
as a case of bad timing. It's obvious from what Adam is telling
you that he's not ready to make
the kind of commitment you
want. Accept it. And if you're
really in love with the apartment, consider renting it with a
roommate.
***

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 88440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

Bidding Quiz

By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. April 4, the
94th day of 2003. There are 271
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 4, 1968, civil rights
leader Martin Luther King Jr., 39,
was shot to death in Memphis,
Tenn.
In 1818, Congress decided the
flag of the United States would consist of 13 red and white stripes and
20 stars, with a new star to be added
for every new state of the Union.
In 1841, President William
Henry Harrison succumbed to pneumonia one month after his inaugural, becoming the first U.S. chief
executive to die in office.
In 1945, during World War II,
U.S. forces liberated the Nazi death
camp Ohrdruf in Germany.
In 1949, 12 nations, including
the United States, signed the North
Atlantic Treaty.
In 1975, more than 130 people.
most of them children, were killed
when a U.S. Air Force transport
plane evacuating Vietnamese orphans crashed shortly after take-off
from Saigon.
Five years ago: During a visit to
Haiti. Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright urged leaders to stop political infighting that had paralyzed
the Caribbean nation for nearly a
year. Sixty-three people were killed
in an explosion inside a Ukrainian
coal mine.
One year ago: President Bush
urged Israel to pull its troops back
from Palestinian cities and dismissed Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat as a failed leader who had
-betrayed the hopes of his people."

Your right-hand opponent deals
and bids Three Diamonds, both sides
vulnerable. What would you bid with
each of the following five hands?
1.•AQJ7•A1063•4•K982
2.•Q96 IP A94•KJ734 A86
3.•AKQ984•AJ5•K6 4,K9
4.•AQJ86•KQJ2•—,AQ74
5.•AK.1973 KQ•104 KJ95

three spades(which is ultraconservative), double (which might confuse
the issue) or four spades (which
might not work out as well as three
notrump, since you would have to
make 10 tricks instead of nine).
Partner requires very little to produce nine tricks in notrump, but
needs a fairly good hand to yield 10
tricks in spades. Admittedly, partner
might have a hand that would make
game in spades and not in notrump,
but the best you can do is to estimate
which type of hand he will be dealt
more often.
4. Four diamonds. A cuebid, forcing partner to choose the trump suit,
is easily the best choice here. Not
only does it transmit the message to
partner that you hold a hand powerful enough to produce a game in its
own right, but at the same time it
strongly suggests the possibility of a
slam.
5. Four spades. The choice lies
between three and four spades, and
either one could turn out right. Certainly you shouldn't bet the family
fortune on making four spades, but
that is not the proper test. The key
consideration is how often you
would miss a game by bidding only
three spades. There is obviously no
precise answer, but the general rule is
that in close situations, it pays to take
the slightly more aggressive tack
when it comes to bidding games.

I. Double. The chief purpose of a
pre-emptive bid is to cramp the bidding and make it difficult for the
opposing side to reach their best contract. Certainly this aim is frequently
achieved, and there is nothing
unusual about the opponents getting
to a bad contract as a result, or in
their being completely frozen out of
the bidding by the pre-empt.
The best method of defense against
a pre-emptive bid is to bid naturally.
Double for takeout, overcall with a
strong suit and moderate values, and,
most important of all, pass when it is
unsafe to compete. Here, the double
is clearly best. You have too much
strength to pass, and you have excellent support for all of the unbid suits.
2. Pass. Any other action would be
fraught with danger, since your lefthand opponent might have the bulk
of the missing high-card strength,
and you have no safe place to land.
3. Three notrump. This might
seem radical, but it could well be the
winning bid. Other possibilities are

CROSSWORDS
39 Gazes at
40 Bedding plant
42 North Woods
roamer
44 Smell awful

ACROSS
1 Pantyhose
ruiner
4 Iron fishhook
8 Without a tan
12 Cry of surprise
13 Oscar's
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14 Finishes a
cake
15 Glasses
17 Ear cleaner
(hyph.)
18 Bundle
19 Genesis
hunter
21 Volcanic dust
23 Comes close
27 Kitchen staple
30 Captain's
shout
33 Anaconda
34 Small earring
35 Tennis stroke
36 Wad of tobacco
37 TV adjunct
38 Mighty Dog

1
I HAVE THE FEELING I'M
GOING TO HAVE A GOOD DAY
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ME OUT, DIDN'T YOU?
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22 Convention
site
24 Skillfully
25 Dissolute one
26 Wanes
27 Partythrower's plea
28 Have a rash
29 Lock of hair
31 Bounce
32 A woodwind
36 Black tea
38 Lumberjack's
tool
41 Actor
— Bean
43 Graceful
45 Wanes
46 Hardy
vegetable
48 Math course
49 Candy striper
50 Business
letter end.
51 Hearth's
need
52 Annex
53 Pigskin prop
55 Cable —
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YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
CALL 753-1916 for more information.

Home Delivery

3 mo. ---....$2.0.25
6 me.
I yr.
$78.00
Local Mail
;Calloway Graae-s & Marsha

3 mo
6 mo.
1 yr.

4-4 .0 2003 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

47 Wee bits
51 Rents out
54 Many germs
56 Diet spread
57 Lacking

cousin
HOW WAS SPRING BREAK?

—1

now enter the slate competition at
10 years agu
the Kentucky State Fair. Louisville
Calloway County Coordinator
Richard W. Farrell, Ted Billing Charles Cooper has been working
ton.
Don Henry and L. Carnie Hensince last July on verifying all the
don
were elected as new officers of
unnaming
county road maps and
the Murray Rotary Club
marked roads for the 911 EmerBirths reported include a boy to
gency Service. He said he had
Mr
and Mrs David R Alexander.
the
found five country roads by
March
22.
name.
same
40 years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Murray Junior Chamber of ComDr. and Mrs. John D. Roberts.
merce
and Calloway County Health
Marty
and
Cindy
girl
to
March 26; a
Department will sponsor the giving
Woodman, March 31.
Murray Lions Club will hold the of the second dose of the Sabin Oral
Phillip Allen Memorial Golf Tour- Polio vaccine on April 7 at clinics at
nament on April 9 at the Murray Carter, Robertson, Almo, Faxon,
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove and
Country Club.
New Concord Elementary Schools.
20 years ago
Murray High School. and Murray
be25,
Thomason.
Dale
Jimmie
came the first father to be permitted State College Student Union buildto he with his wife, Sonia, during a ing.
The Tri-Hi-Y Club of Murray
cesarean section at Murray-CalloHigh School was named a "Triple
way County Hospital. Until recently
A" Club in the state at the 18th anfathers were permitted to be with
nual Youth Assembly held at Lexwives only during natural birth in
the hospital's labor and delivery
ington and Frankfort.
50 years ago
unit.
Joe Hal Spann, Lowell Edwin
John Mack Carter, editor-inchief of "Good Housekeeping" Wilson, Hugh Eddie Wilson, Bobby
magazine, has been elected to the Ray Johnson, Zane Eldon CunningUniversity of Kentucky Journalism ham, Dwane Norvis Melton, WilHall of Fame. Formerly of Murray, liam Edwin Hodges, John Leslie
he was a graduate of Murray High Tucker, Henry Russell Outland and
School. attended Murray State Uni- Sam Muskgrow Jr., left April I for
versity and a graduate of the Uni- induction into the Armed Forces,
versity of Missouri.
according to Local Board No. 10 of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bradley were the Selective Service.
married 50 years April 2.
Mrs. Jack Dodd, Mrs. Randall
30 years ago
Patterson, Mrs. Wayne Clark and
The New Concord 4-H Club Tal- Mrs. Starkie Colson have been
ent Art, "Tribute To Kentucky." elected as officers of Faxon Mothplaced first in the Purchase District ers Club.
Talent Show at Fulton County High
School, Hickman. The club will

Tomorrow: Double-dummy problem.
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Daylight-saving
time returns,
set the clock
ahead this
weekend
WASHINGTON (AP) — Set
up the badminton net and break
out the barbecue, daylight-saving
time returns this weekend.
That means push the clocks
ahead — spring forward — to
gain an hour of lights in the
evening for warm summer recreation. The official change comes
at 2 a.m. Sunday, local time.
It's also a good time to replace
batteries in smoke alarms, safety
advocates urge.
Daylight-saving time lasts until
Oct. 26
Some parts of the country don't
observe daylight-saving time.
Those include Arizona, Hawaii,
the part of Indiana located in the
Eastern time zone, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands and American
Samoa.

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

TAKING IT LYING DOWN ... Calloway County High School senior Shavonne Bass lounges while
participating in Wednesday's blood drive that was conducted by staff from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The drive continued Thursday with all blood donated staying with
the hospital in order to serve several needs.

Lunsford's use of theme song draws complaint from show's creator
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) The
creator ot -The Beverly Hillbillies"

is demanding that Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Bruce
lamsford stop running a television
commercial that uses the melody of
the 1960s situation comedy's theme
song.
Lisa Thomas. copyright representative for Paul Henning, who
created the show and wrote the
words and music to "The Ballad of
Jed Clampett.- said Lunsford's
campaign did not seek permission
to use the song.
Thomas said Henning. who is in
his ')Os and lives in California,
would not have granted permission
"because the Hennings have a longstanding policy that they do not
allow the song .to be used in religious or political contexts.Lunsford said Thursday. "We
were told by our advisers that we
were doing everything properly
with regard to that ad.- Asked if he
would skip running it, he said. "Our
media advisers will handle that
decision."

IV • NI

•

theme of)'The Beverly Hillbillies,'
but it's not the exact words; it's not
the exact music," Geddings said.
"We didn't utilize their sheet music.
We just had a couple of bluegrass
guys in the studio playing to the
music."
Geddings said the commercial,
now in its 10th day,is scheduled to
stop running soon. But he said that
the complaint would be taken seriously and that the song might be
used in another form in another ad.
We think'the song has been a
huge hit, and we will probably take
a look at how we can re-craft it to
sec how we can continue to convey
that message in a fun ancl singalong kind of way," Geddings said.
Earlier,
Toyota
Motor
Manufacturing Corp. and UPS Inc.

Chandler airs television ad
Ben Chandler launched his television
advertising
campaign
Thursday, focusing on family values.
Chandler, the current attorney
general, narrates the commercial,
which was filmed primarily in his
hometown of Versailles.
"For me," Chandler begins in
the commercial, "it started right
here in a first-grade classroom. The
lessons I learned here and in our
church just up the street still guide
me today."
The ad features shots of
Chandler with his family, saying he

will fight for
senior citizens
and stand up
for Kentucky
families.
Opposing
candidate
Bruce
Lunsford,
a
Louisville
busiChandler
nessman,
— launched his
television ads last month. In five
seconds of the commercial, he
accuses Chandler of taking "dirty
money" from special interests.
Lunsford. a multimillionaire, is
financing his own campaign.

But later in the day, Lunsford
spokeswoman Maria Partlow said
Lunsford would make the decision
Friday, and "We're going to do
whatever's right and reasonable."
Lunsford's media consultant,

Kevin Geddings of Washington,
D.C., said the campaign is researching the legal questions involved, but
he maintained that the song in the
ad is different.
"Granted, it sounds a lot like(the

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic candidate for governor

asked Lunsford to remove their
logos from ads in which Lunsford

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, April
5,2003
Make the most of the many opportunities
that come down your path You might not
always be sure of yourself, especially in
the face of public opinion. Know that
you are fairly anchored. Trus: in yourself
and don't always internalize all feedback. Dunk in terms of gains. If you are
single, you will discover a lot more of
what you want in a relationship This
person easily could become quite special
If you are attached, your bond will benefit from more active communication and
better understanding. GEMINI understands your humor.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positive;
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Being stubborn could just be the
beginning of your problems. What is the
purpose of getting stuck on having things
your way? You might want to loosen up
some. A discussion is way overdue.
Enjoy yourself on a deeper, more profound level. Tonight: At a favorite spot,
doing something you love.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You might drive a hard bargain
without intending to. In any case, your
self-expression might be a lot different
from what you intended. Lighten up a
discussion with a child or loved one, if
you want results. Being insistent gets you
nowhere. Tonight: Go with the 0661.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
*** Evaluate changes that have
occurred recently. You might want to
take a deep breath and think before you
I p into a discussion later in the day.
u might be making mountains out of
Mole hills. Claim your power in the afternoon, when everything goes a little haywire. Tonight: You're in your element.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Realize when enough is
enough. Be willing to put a halt to a
problem when a partner heads your way.
Take a deep breath and listen to your
inner dialogue. Important inforrnatid
comes your way. Listen to your instincts
with a partner. Tonight: Home is where
the heart is.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might be overextended. By
the nature of someone's reaction, you get
that distinct impression. Take your time
and slow down. Re-focus on friendship
and the quality of what you want. Bring

took credit for bringing a Toyota
plant to Georgetown by opening a
state economic-development office
in Japan and for helping bring a
United Parcel Service hub to
Louisville.

others together in a more joyful manner
Tonight Where the action is
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** * Make a long-distance call You
find those at a distance particularly
intriguing Someone wants to offer you a
lot more Are you willing to go for it?
Your nerves could be a bit fried by recent
events Check in with a relative or boss
in the p.m Tonight- A must show.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** Do more for others right now,
especially as you might not have the control you desire Examine what might be
going on with a child or loved one
Allow more humor into your life
Lighten up Detach vv ith caring Gain a
new perspective Tonight Accept an
invitation to a concert or an exotic
restaurant.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You find a partner determined
and ready to create an uproar if he or she
must. Discuss more carefully what might
be ailing this person. A discussion over a
meal draws the two of you together.
Being right doesn't support making
peace. Tonight: Be a duo.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Emphasize a project and not the
uproar around it. Once you complete
what you have to do, you'll feel like a
brand-new person. A partner or dear
friend gets plain old excited by the
options you present. Go with, the
moment. Tonight: Accept an invitation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** A risk certainly does not pay off
today or in the near future. Be more in
touch with your feelings. You don't have
to do much to communicate your bottom
line. Pitch in and make that extra effort.
You do count. Tonight: Take it easy.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You cause more upset than you
anticipate. Loosen up and make what you
want possible. Your laughter helps others
see the humor in what otherwise might
be considered a disaster. Add that extra
sparkle. Others do appreciate what
you're about. Tonight: Dance the night
away.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*
* You don't need to explain,
especially as your shocked look says it
all. The feeling that everything can and
will work is quickly tested. Establish
boundaries in . your immediate environment. You like what happens around you.
Tonight: Invite others over.
BORN TODAY
Secretary of State Colin Powell (1937),
singer Agnetha Faltskog (1950), actress
Bette Davis(1908)

SUBSCRIBE TO
THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES TODAY
BY CALLING 753-1916
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET-GMC,INC.
Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri., 8-5 Sat.
Fax (270) 753-1629• Email address - dtaylor@Iddenet
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